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An Advanced 5-Hz-to-200-MHz Network Analyzer, by Roberr A Wirte and Jetry W. 
Danlels A wide variety of easlfy programmed amplitude and frequency sweep combma

tlOOS and a user-defmed vector math capability are some of the features 

User-Delined Vector Math Expands Measurement Capabilities 

A Broadband Two-Port S-ParameterTest Set, by William M. Spaulding Clever trans
former and strip/me designs allow operation over a frequency range of three decades 

Bnd one octave 

An ADC for a Network Analyzer Receiver, by A/an J. Baker This two-pass-conversion 
design allows a 12-bJl ADC to cover a '7-bI! dynamic range 

Authors 

An Industrial Workstatlon Terminal for Harsh Environments, by Jean Bounalx, Jean
Claude Dureau, and Jacques Firdmann Take this untl right oul lO the shop floor without 

worry, because waler spray or dust won't affect II 

How Do You Describe Terminal Ruggedness? 

Hlgh·Quality, Dot-Matrix Impact Printer Family, by Mark J. DiVJrtof/o Last-form 
tearof{, a vaflety of fonts, and near letter-quality pflntlng are some of the features aV8Jlable 

Custom IC Controls Dot-Matrix Printers, by Thomas B. Pritchard and David S. Lee 
Energlzmg two COlumns of pr/mwlres in a moving prmthead althe right times with the right 

force IS a complex task ThIs single le does 11 for a falmly of prlnlers 
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A network analyzer for the R&D lab. a rugged, sealed termInal for the 
shop floaf, a farruly of pnnters lor the automated office. These products may 
not seem to have much In common, and they don't, except that they're all 
made by Hewlett-Packard and you can read about them In thiS Issue. 

The HP 3577 A Network Analyzer measures the transmission and reflectJon 
characteristics of electronic components and networks over a frequency 
range of 5 hertz to 200 megahertz and displays the results on its built-in 
CRT, as shown in the cover photo. This high-performance instrument is 
being used by designers and manufacturers to test telecommunications 

equipment, mobile radios, video eqUIpment, audio equipment, medical instrumentation, power 
supplies, disc drives, modems, amplifiers, attenuators, cables, crystals, integrated circuits, trans
ducers, transformers, and many other devices. The HP 3577 A story is a story of skillful, state·of-the· 
art design. Its bandwidth, dynamic range, accuracy, resolution, and sensitivity are as good as 
you'll find In this kind 01 product. 11 makes complex measurements easy to set up and perform. 
11 manipulates results to its user's liking without a computer, but it can also operate under computer 
control. There's no magic behind any 01 thiS, just good design. Precise analog design lor broad 
bandwidth. Digital Signal processing lor accuracy and display flexibility. Microprocessor control 
for simplicity 01 operation. For the details, read the articles on pages 4, 17, and 21. 

The HP 3081A Industrial Workstation Terminal, described by its designers in the article 0f"I 
page 25, is a compact, personal miniterminal designed for low-cost factory data collection. It has 
big keys that are easy to operate wi1h gloves on, and it's protected against dust, dirt, grease, oil, 
and liquids. You can clean it with any liquid soap or detergent and rinse it off with a hose, if you 
want to. This is where the automated factory begins-with data collected at the source, on the 
shop floor. An optional bar code wand, also sealed, lets the terminal read two types of bar code, 
increasingly recognized as the best way to speed the flow of parts and paperwork in industrial 
applications. 

The new pnnter family consists of the HP 2932A General-Purpose Printer, the HP 2933A 
Factory Data Pnnter, and the HP 2934A Office Pnnler. They're all dot-matrix impact printers, 
capable 01 pnnting on multi part forms. Alt of the printers can print text at 200 characters per 
second and graphics with a resolution of 90 dots per inch. The HP 2933A can also print bar code 
and large characters (up 10 28 times normal size), while the HP 2934A offers all these features 
plus near letter-quality printing and a wider choice ol lonts. letter·quality printIng is done at 67 
or 40 characters per second using a 36-by-24-dol character cell instead of the standard 9-by-12-dot 
cel!. All three printers provide last-form tearol!, a paper·saving feature. In the articles on pages 
30 and 33, the deSigners describe the three printers and the special integrated circuit that was 
designed for them. The integrated circuit makes sure that each printhead wire strikes the paper 
at the right times as the printhead sweeps back and forth across the paper, printing in both 
directions. 

-R P DoIan 

Next month's Issue, the last of 1984, will contain the annual index and four articles describing 
the design of the HP 3561 A Dynamic Signal Analyzer. This versatile instrument allows the real-time 
study of geophysical, mechanical, acoustic, and electrical waveforms in the frequency range Irom 
125 p.Hz (roughly one cycle every two hours) to 100 kHz. liS capabilities are, in a large part, 
made possible by custom-designed digital filter ICs. 
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An Advanced 5-Hz-to-200-MHz Network 

Analyzer 
This instrument is a complete network analysis system 
containing an integrated three-input receiver subsystem, a 
graphics display, and a synthesized signal source. Soltkey 
menus and a powerful operating system make it easy to 
set up and use. 

by Aobert A. WiHe and Jerry W. Daniels 

ETWORK ANALYSIS TECHI\llQUES and in
strumentation have advanced significantly from the 
early days of a room full of equipment requiring 

complicated adjustment and calibration for each measure 
ment point. As circuits became morc and morc complex. 
the need for network analysis of greater accuracy and cov
ering greater rrequency ranges became more important. For
tunately. the increasing complexity and perfomlallce of the 
new circuits could, in turn, be used to simpJ ify and improve 
the network antilysis equipment used to design them. This 
synergetic process has resulted in the HP 3577A Network 
Analyzer and HP 35677 NB S-Parameter Test Set [Fig. 1). 
which bring a new level of performance/price ratio 10 net
work analyzer applications in the audio. video. baseband. 
IF, and RF frequency bands. 

4 HE'M.En·PACI<AAO JOURNAl NOVEM&EA 1!1l4 

Features 
The HP 3577 A can be used either in stand-a lone applica

tions or as part of a larger instrumentation system. Its fea
tures include: 

A buiH-in source. This fully synthesizp.d source has a 
frequency range of 5 Hz to 200 MHz, a frequency resolu
tion of 0.001 Hz. and an output level adjustable from 15 
dBm to -49 dBm. 
Three receivers (A, B. and R). Each receiver has a dynamic 
range of 100 dB and dynamic amplitude and phase ac
curacies of :to.02 dB and :to.2 degree for input levels 
of -10 dB to -50 dB relative to the maximum allowable 
input level. 
An annotated dual-trace display. Other display features 
include an autoscale function. markers. a choice of rect-

Fig. 1. The HP 3577A Network 
Analyzer (top) prOVides cos/·ef
fectlYe, high-performance net
work measurements The com
pamon HP 35677 AlB S-Parameter 
Test Set (underneatil) and a full 
Ime 01 accessofles ensure a com
prehenSIVe measurement solu· 
/Ion Convenient sol/xey selection 
of measurement funC/lons allows 

the user /0 measure transfer func
lions, magrotudelphase, Insemon 
!ossfgaln. a/tenuatIOfl. e/ecmcal 
length. group delay. and gam com
pression. 
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angular. polar, or Smith chart formats. and progTilInma
ble graphics. 

• Vector math operations. The HP 3577 A can add. subtract. 
multiply. or divide user-defined combinations of input 
data, stored data, and user-defined constants and func
lions. The results can then be displayed without the 
need of a computer. (See box on page a.l 

• Full HP·i8 (IEEE 488J programmability. 
• Fast data transfer. Data CBn be sent rapidly 10 other sys· 

terns in either ASCII or binary modes. 
• Hard-copy output. Displayed data can be output directly 

to an external HP·IB plotter without need of a computer. 
\\'ith the addition of the HP 35671A"B S-Parameter Test 

Sets (see article on page 17). comprehensive two-port de
vice characterizations are possible. 

Frien dly Front Panel 
The front panel is divided into five sections (refer to Fig. 

1). The Display Format section determines how the data 
is presented 10 the user. This includes receiver input selec
Hon. scaling, the digital marker function. storage and re
trieval of data, user-defined vector math. and measurement 
calibration. The Source section controls the frequency. 
amplitude, and sweep characterislics of the analyzer's oul
put. The Receiver section sets up the receiver bandwidth. 
vector averaging. input atlenuator, input impedance. and 
electrical length compensation. The Instrument State sec
tion is used to save and recall instrumenlstates, dump data 
to a plotter, and exercise other assorted features. The Data 
Entry area is used to enter or modify all of the user-setlable 
parameters in the instrument. Virtually all parameters can 
be entered using the ten-digit keypad. incremented up or 
down, or adjusted with the continuous entry knob. The 
knob can also be locked to the marker for cOllvenience in 
positioning the marker on the display. 

Because of the extensive fealure set of the liP 3577A, its 
front-panel design is based on a softkey menu approllch. 
Without soft keys. the front-panel complexity \vould be 
much greater, requiring 330 separate keys 10 select and 
control all of the features available in the HP 3577A. When 
a user presses one of the front-panel keys, the appropriate 
menu of softkcy labels is displayed along the right side of 
the display. The desired softkey function can then be 
selected by using the pushbutto/l switches that are an inte
gral I)art of the display bezel. An extensive soft key ap
proach can be intimidating if several levels of nesting are 
used. so most menus on the analyzer use only one level of 
nesting (i.e .. pressing a front-panel key brings up only one 
menu, with no underlying second level of softkeys). The 
menu hierarchy is very regular. with similar features being 
accessed in a consistent manner. 

Display ot Data 
The display used in the HP 3577A is the HP 1345A 

Graphics Display.' This is a high-resolution (2048X2048 
pOints) vector display. The user also has access 10 the HP 
1345A Display and can directly enler annotation, soHkey 
labels, and graphics. The ability to read the keyboard re
motely and a fu ll HP-IB service re<!llesl capability allow 
the HP 3577 A to act as the user interface in an automated 
test system. 

The basic measurements made by the HP 3577A are 
amplitude and phase. Howe\·er. the actual measurements 
displayed can be more complex. The input s election can 
be as simple as tNPUT A. B, or R. or it can be a ratio such 
as AR or a "ery complex equation containing input chan
nels, constants. and other functions, 

The Y-axis information can be displayed as the log mag
nitude.linear magnitude, phase, polar, real part. imaginary 
part. or group delay of the input selection. The Y-axis for
mat is selected by choosing the appropriate softkey func
tion in the menu obtained by pressing the DISPLY FCTN key 
in the front panel's Display Format section. The UN MAG 
function is useful when a display of a device's gain or loss 
is desired. PHASE gives 11 display of the phase shift through 
the device under test. POlAR provides a linear display with 
the horizontal axis being the real part of Ihe measurement 
and the vertical axis being the imaginary part of the mea
surement. The resulting plot then is the locus of real and 
imaginary data as the selected frequency range is swept. 
This type of display is particularly useful when measuring 
the reflection characteristic of a device. The REAL and tMAG-

,.) 

)') 

, . " 

)H -

Fig. 2. (a) PIoI of bridge dlrecClVlly berme one-porI calibration 
(b) Plot after one-port ca/lbrallon 
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inary functions are valuable when the input selection is  
chosen so that the direct measurement of  impedance can 
be displayed. Thus, the real and imaginary parts of the 
impedance I)arameter call be viewed versus frequency. The 
important group delay parameter is also available via the 
DELAY soft key display function. Group delay is the deriva
tive of the measured phase with respect 10 frequency. 

In addition to the flexible control of the Y-axis display 
of data, the HP 3577A has several types of X-axis control. 
The features available in the softkey menu obtained by 
pressing the SWEEP TYPE key in the Source section of the 
front panel include linear frequency sweep, alternate 
sweep, logarithmic frequency sweep, continuous wave, 
and sweep direction, PreSSing the UN FAEQ SWEEP soft key 
selects a linear, phase·continuous sweep from a user
specified start frequency to a user·specified stop frequency. 
AL TEANTE SWEEP allows two totally different linear X·axis 
sweeps to occur. The firsl trace is swept first over its fre
quency definition and then the second trace can be swept 
over an entirely independent frequency definition. Both 
traces can be displayed at the same time. For example, this 
sweep definition can allow the simultaneous display of 
the passband and the stopband characteristics of a filter. 

The HP 3577A can perform a logarithmic frC<luency 
sweep from an arbitraIY start frequency to an arbitrary stop 
frequency. This feature can be used to display traditional 
Bode plots of the frequency response of networks. CW (con
tinuous-wave) sw�eps are useful for repeatedly taking data 
at the same frequency, Many computer·based instrument 
systems can use this mode to take data ral)id[y at many 
different specified frequencies. The frequency sweep direc· 
tion (up or down) for the linear sweeps can be varied to 
suit the measurement needs of tile user. 

Another significant feature of the HP 3577 A is the ability 
to select the delay aperture, The delay aperture is defined 
as the change in frequency over which the change in phase 
is calculated. The ability to select this parameter allows 

C hannels 

E�ternal 
Frequency 
Reference 

Input 

• 

$--+4t 
� 300 MHz 

MM-

Other Recell/er 
Channels, Band R ___ of 

300.25 to 
500.25 MHz 

� tG-MHz � Output 

6 MHz 

300.25 MHz � Source 

the user to make important trade-offs between delay reso
lution and noise. 

The wide dynamic range of the instrument and the ver
satile display formatting often cause the measured data to 
be limited at the top or bottom of the display, When this 
occurs, the AUTO SCALE softkey provides the user a quick 
way of getting all of the data on the display. The automat· 
ically scaled display may not be exactly what the user 
wants to see, but it is usually close and always puts the 
data on the screen. 

Measurement Features 
Data Storage. Data from the HP 3577 A 's three receivers is 
in complex vector form 10 retain both magnitude �md phase 
illformation. This data can be stored and later recalled and 
redisplayed in whatever display function the user requires 
regardless of what display selection was made when the 
data was stored. The data is stored in floating·point {annat, 
which retains the full accuracy of the HP 3577A regardless 
of what scale parameters were used at the time the data 
was taken. The data memory in the analyzer is nonvolatile 
so that a power failure will not destroy stored data, 
Normalization. The HP 3577A's normalization function 
provides a simple means of canceting source and receiver 
accuracy and flatness errors, test fixture errors, and cabling 
errors (both magnitude and phase), For a transmission mea
surement, the user removes the device under test (DUT) 
and replaces it with a through connection. Pressing the 
NOAMLtZE softkey stores the remaining magnitude and 
phase errors. The OUT is then reinserled and a[1 measure
ments are made relative to the stored error data. The use 
of digital storage and a high-stability circuit design allow 
very precise meusurements. Previous instruments required 
an additional accessory to perform this calibration, 

The one-pori calibration feature goes one step further by 
providing a means of canceling the errors inherent in a 
return· loss bridge. During calibration, the user is prompted 

Fig. 3. Simplified block. diagram of 
the HP 3577 A Nctwork Analyze, 
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Qoe.-Megonm Input Allenuator 0.25 10 200.25 MHz 
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Input 

� 
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sou Input 
""enu.tor 

TO Samplol-.ncI·HoId 4-
Circuli (Ag 5) 
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Kh K2b 

to connect. in turn, an open circuit, a short circuit. and a 
reference load to the test port. The HP 3577 A automatically 
records the data associated with each of these and config. 
ures itself for a three-term corrected reflection measure
ment. A slightly less accurate two-term correction is also 
available that re<luires only an open circuit and a reference 
load. The one·port error correction can improve the direc· 
tivity of a typical bridge from 40 dB to an effective directiv
ity of 75 dB (see Fig. 2). 
Noise Averaging. Since the input data is stored as complex 
vectors, incoherent noise can be reduced by averaging the 
data from the current sweep with data from previous 
sweeps. The data is weighted cxponcntially with the most 
recent data weighted the mosiand the oldest data weighted 
the least. This results in a fast, memory-efficient algorithm 
that reduces noise while still responding to a drift in the 
data. Tho exponential averaging factor must be a power of 
two and con be selected via the softkey menu. This form 
of averaging should not bo confused with video filtering, 
which only estimates or smooths the noise. 
Vector Malh. The liP 3577A's vector malh capability al· 

S.mpl •• nd Hold 

• 
to-kHz 
Slgnlll 

I,� • 
Inpul 

• • 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the mput 
Impedance paths for each orrha HP 
3577 A's recei'lers 

lows the user to define functions that are themselves math· 
ematical expressions consisting of other functions. stored 
data. constants, and input data. To simplify function defi
nition.the HP 3577 A has se\'eral useful built·in expressions 
[c!osed.loop·to-open-loop response, nonnalized imped
ance, and impedance} which can be used directly or can 
be modified by the user. A user can display the input 
characteristics of a device in S'parameter form (reflection 
coefficienl) or use the vector maLh features to convert the 
reflection coefficient to input impedance. Depending all 
what display function is selected, the magnitude. phase. 
real part. or imaginary part of the impedance can be shown 
(sce box all page 8 for some examples). The impedance can 
also be shown in polar form, which provides both 
umpli\udo and phase information on the same trace. 

Devices under test often have significant delay in their 
transmission I>aths, which causes large umounts of linear 
phase shIft. The IIbsolute value of the delay may not b e  
meaningful . but the deviation from linear phase (or pure 
delay) is often important, especially in digital systems. The 
PHASE SLOPE softkey allows the user 10 add or subtract up 

(eoot"' .. .., on page a) 

O.ln contrOl 

P8l" 
(Fig. 4) 

� 
Presuter 
Amplifier 

8 kHJ: 
from 
Refentnc. • 
Board 

Control 
Fast Processor 

2 kHz 

Fig. 5. Inpur Signal processmg 
Section of.he HP 3577 A's receivers 
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User-Defined Vector Math Expands Measurement Capabilities 

The HP 3577A Ana1yzer's vector malh capabilities not only 
Increase lIS power in traditional network analysIs. but also extend 
lis usefulness 10 less-traditional measuremeni areas In conuast 
10 the trace malh functions of earlier analyzers, which simply 
manipulate an instrument s display, vector math performs com
plex calculauons involving the actual measured data The reSUlts 
are then displayed and can be scaled in vinually any !Ofm the 
user deSires 

The measurement of quartz crystal parameters prOVides an 
excellent example of vector malh al work Traditionally based on 
complex impedance measurements, these parameters have long 
been a difficult measurement problem VectorlmpedaJ1ce meters 
are commonly available. but no single unit has ever combined 
the necessary frequency coverage (up 10 200 MHz), frequency 
resolution (001 ppm), and measurement accuracy (:t.002 dB) 
lar these devices WhIle the HP 3577A is primarily a network 
analyzer, it can lurnlsh these Impedance meter luncllons eaSily 
by means 01 its vector math capabilities 

Fig 1 shows the reflection coeffiCIent (s,,) of a quart? crysta' 
In the ViCinity of senes resonance This traditional network mea
surement is defined as the ratio ot the power reflected from a 
device to that supplied to it In thiS case. the HP 3577 A measures 
the reflected signal in Its A receiver and the Incident signal In ItS 
R receiver Reflection coeffiCient IS calculated as A,R and diS
played here as magnitude and phase versus frequency 

Transmission-line theory indicates that for every value 01 rellec
lion coefficient there is a corresponding value 01 normalized Im
pedance ZjZo, where Z. is the deVice Impedance and Zo IS the 
system Impedance In other words. after measurrng s" for a 
gIVen deVice, lIs Impedance can be calculated from 

With the HP 3577A's vector math capability. thiS calculation can 
be performed automatically for each point ot the measurement 
sweep as It IS taken, yielding the real-time Impedance display 

R£F L£VEL 
0. 0 
O.Od"g 

t--- '-

/OIV MAR�ER g ggg 90:i!. SOOHz 
100.00 io!AC(UOF) g. 1<1<19 
<lS. 000d8g MAR�ER g ggg 902. 500Hz 

PHASE (UOF) 2 <l35d ., 

/' 
/ 

'--- V "- V 

/ 

CENT£R g ggg 777. S 00H% 
AMPTO - 10. Ode .. 

SPAJ'oI '300. 000H z 

Fig. 1. Magmtude (top cvrve) and phase (bOttom curve) of 
the relleclJOn coeffiCient s" of a quartz crystal near lis sefles
resonant frequency 
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Fig. 2. Magmwde (top curve) and phase (ootrom curve) of 
the crysta/lmpedance, as calculaled from So usmg the HP 
3577A's user-defmed vector math capability 

of Fig 2 
Operation IS Simple On the softkey menu obtained by pressrng 

Ihe instrumenl'S INPlIT key the onglnal selechon of AlA corre
sponds to 5" By pressmg the USER DEFined INPUT soflkey, the 
operator IS prompted to enter symbols corresponding to an Input 
expression of Ihe operalor's chOice. In thiS case the expressl(l(lls 

K2.(Kl�· A,RJ.'(Kl - AIR) 

where Ihe albltrary constants Kt and K2 are aSSigned values of 
I and SO. respectNely 

This transformation from s" to compte)( impedance IS useful 
enough that The above equation IS predefined lor the HP 3577A 
user upon Inslrument turn-on or presel All that need be done IS 
10 select special func\lon F4 via the same user·deflned Input 
menu Combined with the Instrumenl s Inlernal callbrallon 
firmware and a set 01 accurate Impedance standards, Impedance 
measurements 01 very satisfactory accuracy and repeatabihty 
are thus obtained 

However. thiS does not yet solve the entire crystal measurement 
problem From the crystal's eqUivalent Circuit d,agram (Fig 3) 11 
can be seen that a shunt capacitance CD IS modeled across the 
series. or moIJonal components RI, L I, and C1 Away Irom reso
nance, the motl(l(lal arm presents a la!fly high shunt Impedance 
isolatIng CD for measurement via conven\looal techniques Near 
resonance however, the reaclance 01 Co d,s\ons the apparent 
Impedance of the motlona) components. making their values dlf
IIcult 10 determme 

" c, 

o • 
c. 

Fig. 3. Eqwva/en/ CrfCUlI model of a quartz crystal deVice 
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r 
AgalO call!og upon vector math. It>e reaCtance Of Co can be 

matl'lematlca1ty ret1'lOV'ed from tt1e ovefa Impedance pIoI To do 
so, Specify a user-deILned Input expressrOn 01 

where f4 IS the calCulated crystal Impedance lunc' on pre\llOUSfy 
described and K3 '5 a complex constant representing tt:e Imoed
ance of Co Use the DEANE ...... TH soflkey menu 10 assign 10 J(;J 
a value 01 0-1'1.0 where Xc. IS the calculated reactance of Co at 
the cryslal"s resonant frequency ex., can be safely approxuna�ed 
as freQuency-wdependent over the very smaJI freQuency spans 
used 'Of crystal measurements). 

Tnese calculations accompl!shed. the Q,spJay Vi ! now show 
the crysla!'s Impedance as If Co wele not present. that IS. as a 

to 72,000 degrees per span of linear phase shift to or from 
the phase display so the user can measure the deviations 
from a linear phase response. 

Hard Copy 
To provide some sort of permanent hard copy of the data, 

the HP 3577 A Analyzer supports direct dump of the displ<ty 
via the HP-IB to listen-only_ HP-GL plotters. The analyzer 
is configured as a talk-only HP-IB device. so no external 
HP-lB controller is required. The firmware supports com
plete dumps of the display and allows selective plots so 
that several traces can be plotted on one graticuie. Select
able pen number. pen speed, and line type allow the user 
to customize the plot. Positioning the marker where desired 
on the displllY and pressing the PLOT MARKER soft key lets 
the user record high-precision readings at multiple points 
011 the plot. Fig. 2 shows two plot examples. 

Data Transfer 
The liP 3577 A provides access to all of its data storage 

via the HP-m and can dump and load data in threedifferent 
formats: 

An ASCII format that can be used by most computers 
• A 64-bit floating-point format direclly compatible with 

HP 9000 Series 200 Computers and allowing faster total 
measurement limes since no dala translation is needed 

• An internal HP 3577A formal that can be used for tem
porary storage of dala by an external computer system_ 

From 
Main 

P'a<:esso, 

200 MHz 15 dB 

s,mple senes·resonant CIrCUli composed oIlhe mOhonal compo
nents RI L1. and Cl AI senes resonance (Iden:.f:ed by lhe 
phase zero crOSSII"IQ) ltJe 100a' cryslal Impedance's SImply Rl 
The sJope 01 the reactance ai pnase zero crossing ylClds values 
fOf 11 and Cl. and crystai 0 ca" be calculated from phase 
vaMloQnS W 'I"] frequency 

User-deflned vec:or marh allows the HP 3577A to perfonn 
"heSe funcllOnS Without an external COITIputel Oe$pIte 'lS blnn
flgnt as a general,polpose test Instrument. IllS abie to Cluphcale 
os surpass fi.mctioos formerly found only In mo-re specIalized 
eqUIpment 

S-Parameler Test Sets 

Kenneth M Voelker 
Product Markehng EnglflCE!r 

lake Slevens Instrument OIVlSiOI'l 

S-parameler (scattering matrix) measurements represent 
the industry standard for the characterization of N-port 
networks. including active and passive devices. for fre
quencies extending from approximately 100 kHz through 
100 GHz and beyond. The HP 35677 NB S-Parameter Test 
Sets (for 500 and 750 systems. respectively) were de
veloped 10 provide this capability for two-port S-parameter 
measurements with the HP 3577A, c overi ng a frequency 
range from 100 kHz to 200 MHz (the upper frequency limit 
of the HP 3577 A). The test sel implementation is based on 
the standard reflectometer bridge design that has been used 
for many years by Hewlett-Packard. Duplicalion of over
head circuitry was avoided by deriving all power and con
trol functions from the HP 3577 A. A simple four-wire inter
connect provides these power and control functions. result
ing in a very cost-effective. high-performance instrument 
thal complements and oxtends the functional capabililies 
of the HP 3577 t\. (Soe article on page 17 for more details 
about the HP 35677AIB Test Sets.) 

Hardware Design 
Pig. 3 shows the functional blocks making up the HP 

3577A. The source produces the synthesized 5-Hz-to-200-
r-,.1Hz stimulus for a device or nelwork under test. The 
source also generates the frequency sweep and conlrols the 
OUlpul amplitude from 15 dRill 10 -49 dBIll in D.t-dB in

crements. Each of the three identical receivers tracks the 
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source frequency and measures the real and imaginary paris 
of the signal coming into its input (usually from the output 
of the OUT). A very fast vector math processor takes the 
real and imaginary data from each of the receivers. saves 
this raw data in memory, and converts it to the selected 
disp lay function. The main processor Ilfovides the user 
interface. controls the internal circuits, services the HP-lB. 
and updates the display of data 011 the CRT. 
Receil'cr. The block diagram shown in Fig. 4 illustrates 
the conversion of the input impedance paths for different 
measurement re<juirements. The input signa l 10 the recei vcr 
section is translated in frequency and filtered using all 
analog processing. I.n the one-megohm input posibon the 
input signal goes through a one-megohm, 0-to-20-dB al
tcnuator. In the 50n input position a higher frequency re
sponse is possible. An overload delector measures the sig· 

nal level at Ihe input to the 50n attenualor and if a damage
level signal is present, the input relay trips and automati
cally selects the one-megohm input position. A message is 
then sent to the CRT display to indicate what has happened 
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and to explain how to reconnect to the soH input position. 
After the input attenuator. the signal goes through a 

unity-gain buffer amplifier 10 the first mixer for down-con
version. The first mixer is a diode and transformer double
balanced mixer. The local oscillator (LO) drive signal is a 
7-dBm tracking signal that is tuned to 250 kHz above the 
input frequency. Thus. the frequency range of the LO is 
250 kHz to 200.25 MHz. The output of the mixer is a con
stant 250-kHz IF. Following the mixer is a 250-kHz 
bandpass filter that has a zero at 230 kHz. the image frc

queucy for the second mixer. The second mixer is a transis

tor array with an LO drive of 240 kHz. The 250-kHz and 
240-kHz signals mix to provide the 10-kHz IF. which is 
then amplified 10 levels that provide an optimum signal-to
noise ratio for the active 10-kHz band pass filter. 

The purpose of this 10-kHz band pass filter is to provide 
an antial iasing filter of a pproximatcly 1. 7-kHz bandwidth. 
This band pass filter is a cascade of six active second-order 
RC sections. Two of these sections have a transmission 
zero at 14 kHz. This zero is necessary 10 reject allY signal 
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aliasing with the second harmonic of the 8-kHz sampling 
frequenC)' used in the following sample-and-hold circuit 
(Fig. 5). Also included in the 10-kHz band pass filter is an 
all-pass networl.. stage that provides a means of adjusting 
the phase shift through the filter. The sequence in which 
the second-order sections are cascaded is oplimi,.ed for the 
best noise perfonnance. 

The 10-kHz signal is sampled at an 8-kHz rate wjth a 
sample-and-hold circuit [see Fig. 5). At first glance it might 
appear that sampling a 10-kHz signal at 8 kHz violates the 
N"rquist criteria for sampling. However, what is really hap
pening is that a bandwidth of 1.; kHz is sampled at 8 kHz. 
The information at 10 kHz can be thought of as being trans
hlted in frequency from 10 kHz to 2 kHz just the same as 
if it had been down-converted in a mixer. 

The sampled signal is then converted from an analog 
signal to a digital sequence by an analog-to-digital converter 
(ADC), which is 8n 8J12-bil successive-approximation le. 
One of the contributions of the total A-to-D process is the 
prescaling variable-gain amplifier in front of the ADC. The 
converter operates in 11 two· pass operalion. On the first 
pass, the prescaling amplifier is set to a gain of 1.1 and an 
a·bit conversion is made. This output is processed by a 
state machine and a number is fed back to program the 
prescaling amplifier to the gain required to get the signal 
to approximately a rull-scale I{'vel The second-pass con
version is then done to 12-bit resolution. The results of the 
two conversions are combined 10 produce a 26-bit word. 
The extra bits are used by internal arithmetic processing 
steps and then truncated from the result. 

This two-pass conversion approach provides not only 
12-bit resolution at full scale, but 12-l>lt resoluti on all the 
way down to 42 dB below full scale. 

The ability to take two conversions and put the results 
together to form a useful answer is made possible by an 
accurate tantalum-nitride resistor network with a ratio nc· 
curacy of belter than 0.02%. These resistors are used as 
part of the variable.gain amplifier. (For a discussion of the 
desigll of this ADC, see article on page 21.) 

The output of the ADC is a digital sequ!lnce representing 
a 2·kHz signal. This output contains both the amplitude 
and phase information of the signal coming into Ihe re
ceiver input. Quadrature detection is used to extract the 
required amplitude and phase dat<.l. The digital sequence 
representing the 2-kHz signal is applied to two digital mix
ers simultaneously. One mixer uses a local oscillator that 
generates a digital sequence representing a sampled cosine 
function. The other mixer uses samples of a sine function. 
The results of this mixing process are two data streams. 
one representing the real parI of the input Signal and the 
other representing its imaginary part. 

The two data streams are filtered separately by custom 
digital filters that define the inslrument's resolution 
bandwidth {1 I-Iz, 10 Hz, 100 Hz, and 1 kHzl. The filters 
are four-pole Bessel filters implemented as custom inte
grated cin:;:uits. These variable-bandwidth filters allow the 
accurate measurement of devices \vith steep frequency re
sponses and help reduce the measurement noise. The out
put of each filter is a 24-bit two's-complement number. 
The 24-bit numbers representing the real and imaginllry 
parts of the input signal are then sent to the fast vector 

math processor for further manipulation into functioIl5 
such as magnitude and phase. 
Source. The source output (Fig. 6) is generated by mixing 
a 300.25-MHz signal from the offset sectiop with a signal 
from the 300.25-to·SOO.2S-:\1Hz syntheSizer. The result is 
a 5-Hz·to-ZOO·M.Hz source output frequency, The output 
mixer is a double--balanced diode ring mixer. The LO le\'el 
is 15 dBm. The 300.2S-MHz signal at the RF port of the 
mixer is varied over an approximate 10·dB range by using 
another double-balanced mixer as a ,·ariable limiter. This 
limiter is switched at a high level and its output is con
trolled by a current summed into its dc port. The output 
signal is then filtered by oB 200-MHz low-pass filter 10 elimi
nate out-of-band responses before it is amplified by two 
identical amplifier stages. These 20-dB stages ha,Te very 
flat frequency response from 1 Hz to greater than 200 MHz 
and are designed as complementary amplifiers with loca.J 
feedback to obtain optimum biasing. 

A second 200-MHz mter ill used before the final lS-dB 
power stage, which is used to provide the Is-dBm signal 
al up to 200 MHz. This amplifier is also a complementary 
design to optimize for low distortion. A dc servo loop [not 
shown in Fig. 6) is built around the entire amplifier chain 
to keep the output coupled at ac only; that is. to maintain 
the dc level of the output at reference ground. The output 
amplifier maintains its ac level by using a peak detector 
to sense the output and provide 11 feedback signal to correct 
the amplitude. The frequency response below 100 kHz is 
flat enough that leveling is not necessary. The synthesizer 
controls a signal that tells the main processor whether or 
nol to level the output board. This signal can be sent even 
during a sweep so that leveling can be enabled or disabled 
dynamically. 

The level of the output signal is controlled over a 4-<18 
range in o.l -dB sleps by using a digital-to-analog converter 
(DAC) to set the reference voltage level for the variable 
Iimiter. Amplitude sweeps arc accomplished by having the 
HP 3577 A·s main processor continuously send out new 
amplitude settings for this DAe. Further control of the 

Fig. 9. POOIQgraph of the syfl/heslzer board showmg RF shield· 
mg cans 
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output level is provided by a 50-dB attenuator which is 
constructed in 4-d8 steps. The 4·dB pads are switched 
using high·reliability RF relays. 
Frequency Reference. The frequency reference circuitry 
(Fig. 7) generates signals synthesized from one common 
reference frequency. The main reference frequency is au· 
tomatically selected from either the internal 1 O·MHz coarse 
crystal oscillator, the internal 10·MHz high-stability oven 
oscillator, or a user.supplied external reference of 10 MH7J 
N where N can be any integer from l to 100. The hierarchy 
of selection is external reference first, oven oscillator sec· 
ond. and finally coarse 10 MHz. If none of the above selec· 
tions achieves a phase-lock condition, an Oscillator Unlocked 
message is displayed by the processor. The selected 10· 
MHz reference frequency is used 10 lock an internal 300· 
MHz veo. All of the other fixed frequencies needed by 
the HP 3577A's circuits are generated by dividing down 
from the 10-MHz and the 300·MHz signals. 

Fig. 7 illustrates how the coarse 10·MHz VCXO and the 
alternate references are interfaced with the 300·MHz oscil
lator. The external reference and the internal oven reference 
are buffered by comparators and applied to an OR gate. The 
presence of the external reference signal is sensed by a 
detector; if t:.e signal is present. a shutdown signal is sent 
back to the o\'en oscillator to switch off its output. The 
output of the OR gate is used 10 generate a pulse that will 
provide an input into the phase detector of Ihe 10-MHz 
phase· locked loop. If an external reference is not present 
and the oven oscillator has not yet stabilized (a condition 
that can exist just after the HP 3577A is turned anI. the 
coarse 10·MHz VCXO controls the loop. 

The output of the 10·MJ-Iz phase-locked loop is u.sed for 
several purposes: 

[t is supplied to the user for locking other instruments 
to a common reference. This signal has the advantage of 
being "cleaned up" in terms of phase noise by the loop 
bandwidth of 3 Hz. 

• It is sent to the HP·m interface board. 
It is divided by 100 to obtain the 100·kHz frequency 
reference that is used by the fraClional·N synthesizer . 

• It is also used as a reference for the 300·MHz phase· 
locked loop. 

The circuit configuration used for the 300-MHz veo is 
used in several of the circuit blocks in the HP 3577.-\. This 
configurution is called a negative-resistance oscillator. [t 
makes use of the property that the input impedance of a 
common·base transistor circuit with inductance in the base 
lead is negative over some range of frequencies. A tuned 
circuit placed in parallel with this negative impedance will 
result in sustained oscillation. The inductor for the tuned 

circuit is implemented by using a section of short·circuited 
semirigid coaxial cable. The vea is tuned using voltage· 
variable diode capacitors in the tuned circuit. The output 
of the 300-MHz oscillator is used by the La circuitry and 
the offset frequency loop. A divided-down 30·MHz signal 
is used to provide a clock for the fast processor. 

Other frequencies generated by Ihe reference circuitry 
are 6 MHz, 2 MHz, 1 MHz, 240 kHz, and 8kHz. The 240-kHz 
and 8·kHz outputs are usod by the receiver board for the 
down·conversion La and sampling signals, respectively. 
Synthesizer. The synthesizer board (Fig. 8) generates a 
300.25·to·500.25-MHz frequency with O.OOl-Hz resolution 
and can be swept in a phase·continuous fashion over the 
entire 200·MHz span. The output from this board is used 
to provide the sweeping signal for both the source output 
and the tracking receiver LO. 

The basic synthesis technique is fractional-N frequency 
synthesis? This technique for synthesizing frequencies of 
arbitrary resolution uses a phase-locked loop, a divide·by·N 
counter, a "pulse swallowing" variable modulus counter, 
and analog circuitry to correct for phase interpolation. A 
proprietary IC and a custom resistor network arc used to 
realize the performance and cost advantages of this 
technique. 

Several circuit improvements have been added to enable 
fractional-N frequency synthesis to be performed at fre· 
quencies of 300 to 500 MHz. Advances in operationul 
amplifier technology have allowed discrete circuits to be 
replaced with high.performance ICs. One example of this 
is the integrator shown in Fig. 8. A 500·kHz low-pass filter 
after the sample·and·hold circuits filters out the high har· 
monics of the 1Oo-kHz reference frequency used by the 
phase-locked loop. This prevents these signals from bl.'Com
ing phase sideballds on the output. A major contribution 
is the ability to sweep the entire frequency range in one 
band. The veo that provides this capability is similar to 
the 300-MHz oscillator design described earlier. It is a nega· 
tive·impedance oscillator using a shorted transmission li ne 
as an induclor and varicap diodes as the tuning elements. 
The Ability to obtain a negative resistance region over such 
a large frequency range re<[uired careful optimization of 
several parameters. Many of the performance characteris
tics were achieved only cfter design attention was focused 
on good RF shielding techniques. Fig, 9 illustrates the 
shielding used to minimize coupling between circuits on 
the synthesizer board and circuits on other boards. 
250·kHz Offset. The HP 3577A 's design requires generation 
of an offsel frequency equal to the receiver IF. The source 
and the receivers therefore are tuned to the same frequency 
as they arc swept from 5 Hz to 200 MHz. A 250·kHz refer· 
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enca is obtained by dividing the 6-�lHz output from the 
frequency reference board by 24_ This frequency is used 
8S one input to a phase detector that is part of the pbase
locked loop of the offset board (Fig. 10). The 6-MHz and 
300-�fHz outputs from the Frequency reference board are 
sent to the offset board. which generates a 300,2S-\1Hz 
signal that is sent to the output board to mix with the 
300.25-to-500.25·�tHz swept LO. The 300.25-\IHz \'CO is 
another negath'e-impedance design. This oscillator's out· 
pul is mixed against the 300-MHz synthesized reference 
signal and the lower sideband of 250 kHz is Ihen compared 
with the 250-kHz reference signal in a phase detector. The 
de signal oul of this phase detector is used to control the 
300.25-MHz phase-locked loop whose output is the desired 
250-kHz offset frequency synchronized with the reference. 
Local Oscillator. The local oscillator board (Fig. 11) ap
pears to have a deceptively simple function. The circuit is 
designed to provide three identical O.25-to-ZOO.Z5-MJiz 
tracking LO signals for the HP 3577A's three receivers, The 
tracking signals are produced by mixing a fixed 300-MHz 
signal from the reference board with the swept 300,25-10-
500.Z5-MHz oulput from the synthesizer. There are several 
important performance characteristics that require special 
attention. The three LO signals must be matched in phase 
and amplitude (although amplitude matching is of lesser 
consequence) overa ZOO-MHz bandwidth. There are several 
types of spurious responses thal. if present, would be con
verted by the mixers on the receiver board and produce 
dynamic range limitations. Hence, the requirement for the 
dynamic range of the receivers to be better than 100 dB 
places some severe constraints on the LO signal purity. 

The required level of performance of the local oscillator 
board was achieved by careful design of the filters. mixers, 
and shielding, and by using a limiter for single-sideband 
rejection. Various 200-MHz and JOO-MHz low-pass filters 
are used to ensure pure signal inputs to amplifiers and 
mixers. The main conversion mixer used to generate the 
0.Z5-to-200.Z5-MHz output is a high-level, double-bal· 
anced mixer capable of providing low-level. high-order 
mixer products. Special RF shielding cans and circuit 
placement are used to obtain the high on-board frequency 
isolation (over 120 dB at several hundred MHz). 

t\ typical mi::lwr used for frequency translation has sevenll 
undesirable conversion mechanisms. One such mechanism 
is single-sideband detection of signals on the switching 
port. It is important, therefore, that the level of single
sideband signal delivered to the mixer be reduced to an 
acceptable range. The local oscillator board uses a limiter 
in Ihe signal path to control the level. It is well known that 
a single-sideband signal can be modeled as a sum of an 
amplitude-modulated signal and a phase-modulated sig
nal. The limitcr converts any single-sideband level to a 

phase-modulated double-sideband signal by removing any 
amplitude modulation. The particular type of limiter cho
sen (the mixer-limiter configuration] also has the advantage 
of providing feedback around the Iimiter, which further 
stabilizes the output against frequency response losses. 
O\en Rererence. The oven board provides the lO-MHz 
high-stability crystal oscillator reference frequency for the 
HP 3577.<\, For high.stability operation while the tempera
ture of the oven is reaching a stable point. the user can 
supply an external lQ-.�1Hz oscillator_ Olherwise, the HP 
J577A uses its coarse 10-MHz VCO as a reference until the 
oven source stabilizes. 

As the HP 3577A warms up to a constant temperature, 
the current flowing into the oven is monitored. During the 
warm-up period the required current is greater than the 
current required later to keep the oven at a stabilized tem
perature. The decrease in this current is measured and used 
to enable an oulpul switch that delivers the 10·MHz oven 
reference signal to the reference board. This RF switch can 
also be enabled/disabled by a signal from the reference 
board that indicales whether an external 1 O-MHz reference 
is present (sce Fig. 7). The RF switch consists of a transistor 
and two FETs that together provide at least loo-dB rejection 
of the 10-MHz signal when the switch is off. 
Power Supply. The power supply for the HP 3577A is a 
switching regulator design which has good efficiency. The 
configuration used is referred 10 as a half bridge. The ac 
power line voltage is rectified 10 form a de \'ollage that is 
switched al a 40-kHz rate by MOSFET switches to provide 
the signal to be transformed to the desired secondary volt
ages. The feedback control is around the rectified 5V sec
ondary output. The error voltage is supplied to a pulse 
width modulator le for loop correction. 

One interesting outcome of developing an instrument
quality switching power supply is that a large porlion of 
the cost and a lot of the design and development lime was 
spent 011 pro\'iding protection circuits for the supply. Some 
of these circuits enable the supply to withstand acddental 
abuse and sOllle allow the supply to be relatively insensitive 
to power lino variations. The HP 3577A's power supply is 
designed to withstand a range of line voltages as well as 
instantaneous excessive voltages (surges) and instantane
ous excessively low voltages (sogs). Whenever an out-of-tol· 
erance line voltage exists for a substantial time. the supply 
shuts do\Vn in an orderly fashion. This means that the RAM 
portion of the microprocessor is disabled beforc its 5V 
po\Ver is removed. The supply is also internally protectlld 
against accidental servicing abuses and componcnt fail
ures. The supply shuts down in Case of secondary overvolt
ages and current limits. primary current limits, and exces
si\'e environmental temperatures. 

A s\Vitching power supply call be thought of as a time-
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varying linear system. Closing the feedback loop from the 
5V dc output to the pulse width modulator chip is a control 
loop problem. Designers usually want a great deal of gain 
to reduce ripple at the input frequencies and, for loop sta
bility, want to have gain crossover determined by a single 
pole. These conditions. along with the requirement of a 
two-pole filter for reducing the switching fre<\uency to a 
low level. make for interesting design chal lenges. Some 
solutions for reducing the two-pole rolloff to a single-pole 
rollaff use the inherent e<luivalent series resistance that 
occurs in the capacitor used for switching frequency filter
ing. This resistance can provide a zero that can aid the 
loop response shaping. While this type of loop compensa
tion can be used successfully. it does depend on an often 
unspecified and uncontrollable parameter-the filter ca
pacitor's ESR or equ ivalent series resistance. 

The power supply in the HP 3577 A was designed using 
a different two-loop techni<tue to provide frequency com
pensation for the switcher. One feedback loop, the inner 
or ac loop, senses the 40-kHz output before the Le section 
of the 40-kHz filter. The outer or dc loop senses the dc 
output after the conversion 10 5V has laken place. The two 
loops are then summed for a common efror signal. One 
advantage of this scheme is Ulat the poles of the inner loop 
become zeros i n  the overall feedback response equation. 
Thus, a properly placed pole in the inner loop can become 
a zero that compensates for the LC filter rolloH. This gives 
11 very important degree of freedom for the control loop 
design. In addition, the compensation is very well con· 
trolled and can he accurately used 10 provide the required 
level of stability. 

DIgital System 
The digital processing capabilities of the HP 3577A are 

provided by two separate microprocessors (see Fig. 3). The 
main processor is an MC68000 and its partner. the fast 
processor. is a 2 90D-family hit-slice processor that is micro
programmed to do the real·time data processing in the in
strument. The main processor handles the user intcrface, 
HP-IB protocol. analog hardware control, (lnd service diag
nostics. It also provides a list of tasks for UIe fast processor 
to perform during every frequency sweep. The trace mem
ory provides 24K bytes of nonvolatile storage, which is 
accessible by both the main processor and the fast proces
sor. The main processor RAM and the trace memory RAM 
consist of low-power CMOS devices that are automatically 
powered by a lithium battery when ac line power is not 
applied to the instrument. 

The fast processor is made up of four 2901 bit-slice ALU 
chips. each four bits wide, resulting in a 16-bit wide data 
path. The microcode resides ill a 2Kx4B-hil ROM array 
and provides a 11 of the control signals for the fast processor. 
A 2910 microsequencer chip combines instructions from 
the microstore with conditions in the ALU to provide con
ditional and unconditional branching and subroutine calls. 
Most of the fast processor is implemented using high-speed 
Schottky-technology parts. 

Although the analyzer provides a phase-continuous fre
quency sweep, data is taken and slored at discrete points. 
typically 401 points per sweep. On a point-by-poinl basis, 
the fast processor takes the data (rom the three receivers. 
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multiplies it by a gain (actor, adjusts the phase for any 
electrical length compensation, performs the vector averag
ing algorithm, and stores the corrected data in trace mem
ory. The data from the three receivers is of the form R + 
jX, where R is the rea] or in-phase portion of the vector 
and X is the imaginary or quadrature portion of the vector. 

The fast processor then processes the data according to 
the functions selected and/or defined by the user. After the 
fast processor completes its signal processing tasks it scales 
the data for the display and passes the data 10 the main 
processor. The main processor lakes the data on an inler
rupt basis and writes it to the memory of the internal HP 
1 345A Display (with optional memory board), which pro
vidcs high-(IUality vector graphics. 

The HP-IB interface is implemented using a TMS9914A 
interface le under the control of the main processor 
firm ware. 

Trace Math 
Vector averaging is performed using the following al

gorithm: 

and Xa"s = !1lkjXnew + X�",,[(k- 1)/kJ 

where R.<.C and X""" am t.he accumulated values from pre
vious sweeps, R,,� .... and X"e ..... are the values from the curreDt 
sweep, and k is the averaging constant selected by the user 
(either 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. 64. 128. or 256). This algoritbm 
results in the data from previous sweeps being averaged 
according 10 an exponenlial weighting, with the most re
cent sweeps weighted the mosl. Thus, the algorithm can 
follow drifts in the data while still providing a reduction 
in the variance. Restricting k to powers of two makes the 
averaging calculations Significantly faster. since in floating
point not at ion incrementing or decrementing the expollent 
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is equi valent to a multiply or dh'ide by two. To facilitate 
efficient start-up. the actual value of l is �equenced through 
1. 2. 4. et celera until the \"itiue selected by the user is 
reachKi. The data is tben further processed 10 prepare it 
for di'lpla�'. First, the fast procec;sor performs anr calcula
tions required by the inpul ,doction. This may he as simple 
as INPUT A dh-ided by INPUT R !A.R) or may be a nr\" corn
plialed uscr-defincd 'xprc ;ion. :\ext. thl' fast processor 
adjust the phase of the data for the phase slope adjustment 
and then does the display function (;alculation (see Table 11. 

The two most common displa" functions (log magnitude 
and phase) have traditionally been implemented using a 
IOR amplifitlr and an analog phase detector. B�use of the 
digital IF structure in th(> receh'er (see Fig. 5). the HP 
3577A's ability to do the detection digitally has greatly 
improved the stability and resolution of the analyzer's de· 
tector. The delay calculation is performed by approximat
ing the derivative of phase (j) with respect to frequency w 
(Fig, 12). That is, group delay .., -tJ.cbhlw, where alii � 

delay aperture. 
Selectable delay apertures are provided (in percent of 

the selected frequency span) according to the number of 
data points used for the apertuN!. This allows the user to 
trade off noise reduction (provided by a wide aperture) and 
frequency resolution (provided by a narrow aperture) 10 
optimize the group delay measurement. Apertures of 0.5, 
1. 2. 4, 8, and 16 percent of the frequency span arc provided 
and the resulting delay aperture is displayed in hertz. Pre
vious analyzers provided only a fixed delay 91>erlure, 
which could result in the aperture being wider than the 
bandwidth of the device under test. This difficulty is elimi· 
naled in the liP 3577 A, because the delay aperture automat
ically tracks the selected fr6(luency span. 

Software 
The software structuTC is shown in Fig. 13. EXECUTIVE. 

the highest-level module, performs the process scheduling 
fundion. EXECUTIVE maintains a table that indicates Ihe 
status of each process and ils priority. The highest-priority 
IHlKeS! that is ready to run will be executed. Processes can 
schedulo other processes to be run as IIppropriate and pro
cesses can cancel other processes wl1('n they arc no longer 
nccd('d. This approach provides an orderly means of con
trolling the large software system. EXECUTIVE normally al
ternates between exccuting SWEEP CONTROl and COMMAND 

INTERPRETER. 

Table I 
Display Function Calculations 

Function 

LogMagnitude 
Li near Magnitude 
Phase 
Real 
Imaginary 
Polar 
Group Delay 

Calculation 

10 log{R2 + XZj 
V RZ + X2 
tan 1 (X/R) 

R 
X 
R vl�r .. us X 

.l0l.lw 

SWEEP CONTROl coordinates the synthesizer_ the output 
board, and the fast processor in performing the sweep func· 
tions in the instrument. It al'lO keeps trad. of when the 
digital marker information must bl.' updated and does so 
when the sweep passes the marker location. At the start of 
each �weep. SWEEP CONTROL generales a list of instruClioTL" 
ror the fasl processor hardware to eJO:ccute and sel$ up the 
t:ontrul ports in the andlug �et.tions D uring the sweep_ 
SWEEP CONTROl keeps trad of thfl a(;livilies of the fast 
proce!'sor and analog circuit!l by acting as a software state 
machine. E\'eois in the fast processor cause SWEEP CON· 

TROL to transition from one state 10 the next. This state 
machine approach keeps an extremely complex real-lime 
task manageable. SWEEP MANAGER initializes the fast pro· 
cessor and the fractional8 frequency synthesizer and sets 
up the sweep. 

COMMAND INTERPRETER accepts commands from the front 
panel and the HP-IB interface, categorizes each command 
IInd invokes the appropriate subordinate module. This is 
the largest process ill the instrument software; it includes 
menu generation, user-defined math support. plotter con· 
trol. HP·iB command parsing. numeric entry. RPG (rotar)' 
pulse generator or knob) entry. and general command 
execution. Corresponding HP·IB commands and front
panel ke)' presses are translated into Ihe same internal to
kens bv COMMAND INTERPRETER and passed on 10 the appro
I)riate subordinate module for execution. This makes com
mand processing for the HP-IB and the front panel consis
tent. minimizes duplicate code, and streamlines the soft
WAre structure. 

CONFIDENCE TEST and I PORT CALIBRATION are less-used 
processes that implement their respective features by emit
ting commands that COMMAND INTERPRETER executes. 

A system of message queues allows communication be· 
tween processes. One process may need to provide informa· 
tion 10 another process before it is executed so that the 
receiving process knows what action is requ ired. Thesend
ing process puts the message in the message queue of the 
receiving process. Whun the receiving process is executed, 
it first looks in its queue to determine what messages lITO 
thero and then determines whal action is required. 

SOll1e sections of tht! software am so critical Ihat they 
ore interrupt driven. The MC68000 main microprocessor 
has seven levels of interrupt. Hve of which are used. The 
highest-ie\'el interrupt (level 7) is connected to the INSTRu
ment PRESET key on the front panel. Level 6 is used by the 
fast processor to transfer trace dllta to the main processor 
in real tl me. Le\'ei 5 is lIsed by the fast processor to transfer 
slatus information. The status interrupt procedure per
forms only the critical tasks and then puts the status mes
sage in Ihe SWEEP CONTROL message (Iueue to be processed 
later. Level 4 is the system timer. a divided-down Version 
of Ihe 10-MHz reference Ihat interrupts the main processor 
at a 6-Hz rate. This interrupt is used to scan the keyboard 
and ul)date a software real-time clock. Interrupt level 3 is 
used in conjunction with the TMS9914t\ liP-ill interfllce 
circuit to implement the HP·IB functions. 

The firmwarc for the main processor was de\'eioped 
u�ing a Pascal workstatioll based 011 an HP 9000 Series 200 
Computer. The richness of the Pascal dialect and the excel
lent computing power and memory size of the Series 200 
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were combined with some custom utilities 10 provide an 
efficiCJlt software development workstation. These work
stations were then networked together with a shared re
source manager (HP 9000 Model 226 Computer, Option 
500J that allows access to a common disc and pri nter as 
well as a means of transferring data between workslations. 
Since both the Series 200 Computers and the HP 3577 A 
Analyzer use en MC68000 microprocessor, the software 
developed on these workstations was inherently portable 
to the HP 3577A. 

Approximately 90% of the instrument's firmware was 
written in Pascal and 10% was written in assembler code. 
There areapproximately 40.000 lines of source code, which 
were compiled into 256K bytes of MC68000 machi ne code. 

Servicing Features 
The HP 3577 A provides two means of assuring proper 

operation of its circuits. First. the instrument performs a 
voriety of self-tosts without the need for customer interac
tion. On power-up, the main processor RAM and ROM are 
tested, trace memory is tested, various system clocks are 
checked for activity, and the fast processor performs a self
test. The main processor also continuously monitors the 
status of the Ar1alog Failure signal, which is an open.collector 
logic signal that is IlUlled low when 8 failure is sensed in 
the analog section. Second, a confidence test is included 
that requires the user to connect the source output to a 
receiver input with a short cable. The user can invoke this 
test to verify the functionality of the instrument. The 
analyzer does several frequency sweeps and checks the 
measured dala against I imits to determine whether a failure 
has occurred. Because of the high performance of the instru
ment, this is not a test to full specifications, but instead 
mere!y a test of whether the instrument is functional. 
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A Broadband Two- Port S-Parameter Test 

Set 
by William M. Spaulding 

PARAMETERS allow network designers to charac
terize the transmission and renection behavior of 
each port of a loaded N-port network in an Bccurate 

and easy-Io-use manner. The scattering matrices fonned 
by each network's S-parameters can be used 10 evaluate 
network matching under loaded conditions or can 00 easily 
combined to fonn one overall S(;atterillg matrix that charac
terizes a complex network formed of many smaller net
works whose individual scattering matrices have been de
termined separately. To aid the designer ill obtaining these 
useful parameters with the HP 3577A Network Analyzer 
(sce article on page 4). a special test set was developed. 

The HP 35677AIB S-Parameter Test Set (A for 50n sys
tems, B for 750 systems) is based on the slandard renec
tomeler bridge configuration that has been used in Hewlett
Pack.ard instrumentation for many years (see Fig. 1). Early 
ill the HP 35677AIB project. a decision was made to i mple
ment the test set as a "slave" unit by tapping the circuitry 

RF Input 
from '" 

HP 35714 

V � '. 
Coulal 
Switch 

HP 333118 

Power 
Spliller 

IIi!iB � 
Olrecllonel Bridge 

Transmission s" 

Ol.e<;lionill Bridge 

of the HP 3577A for power and control. A very simple. 
rear-panel. lour-wire interconnect was de,"eloped as the 
complete interface. This approach provided the foundation 
for a very cost-effectit'e instrument. and allowed the design
ers to focus on optimizillg the RF design over a wide fre
quency range of 100 kHz to 200 MHz as the major develop
ment effort. 

S-parameter measurements require the capability of dis
tinguishing incideot power from reflected power at the test 
ports. Two methods for separating inCident and reflected 
waves are illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The schematic 
shown in Fig. 2a is representative of directional coupler 
circuits designed to function over a broad frequency range 
from LF (tens of k.ilohertz) 10 VHF and microwave. Indi
vidual circuit differences usually cenler on the manner in 
which the coupling transformers are implemented. At fre
quencies rllnging irom clUJio to low RF. transformers are 
often built using pot core or toro id designs. Mutual-imped-

(0) r"F'\fT A f 01 HP 3577A 

'i1 

I()\ Tes1 'iI Port 2 

v 
to) I"PUT 8 � 01 HP 35nA 

10\ TeSI ...... Port 1 

Rellecllon 8" 
_____ «i'\ INPIJT " -� � 01 HP 3577A 

Fig. 1. Blocl< diagram of the HP 
35677A1B S-Parameter Tesl Sel 
ThiS t8S1 sellS based on the stan· 
dard refleetometer bndge config
uration used by HP for many 
years. but reqUired particular care 
in jlS design /0 cover a 1oo-kHz-lo-
2CX)·MHz frequency range 

R P Connector 
10 HP 35714 
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ance-coupled lines are used as transformers as frequencies 
progress upward from RF to millimeter wavelengths. Fig. 
zb shows an idealiwd circuit for the coupler which models 
transformer Tl as a scaled current source and transformer 
T2 as a scaled voltage source. Standard network analysis 
methods may be used to analyze the function of these cir
cults. From Fig. 2b it can be shown thal: 

The voltage applied to the detector is proportional to the 
voltage reflection coefficient r scaled by the coupl ing factor 
llN. Common choices for the coupling factor are 1:10 or 
1:100, yielding 20-dB and 40-dl3 couplers, respectively. A 
distinct advantage of the configuration of Fig. 2 is the ability 
to handle very large power levels, because of the 20-d8-to-
40-d8 loss to Ihe detector porI. while delivering full 
matched power from the source. The major disadvantage 
lies in the use of coupling transformers, Al iower frequen
cies, coupling transformers can be realized 10 cover a fre
quency range on the order of a decade. Higher-frequency 
couplers are usually limited to octave frequency ranges 
because of bandwidth restrictions iml)Osed by transformers 
implemented £ram coupled lines. Hence, multidecade 
bandwidths for these devices are not generally reali7..able. 

Bridge ConfiguratIon 
Fig. 3a shows the standard bridge configurotion most 

often used to implement a multidecade reflectometer. As 
indicated by the circuit model of Fig. 3b. the function of 
the balun transformer is to float the single-ended voltage 
SOurce across the bridge. In an alternative connection, the 

V.+V� 

'. I.-I� 
t Turn / 

• (20) Source " 

V. 'on N Turn!J N TUrIl!J 

-p 

bridge could be driven single-ended from the source port 
and the balun used to float Ihe detector {see Fig. 3c}. The 
circuit shown in Fig. 3a was chosen for the HP 35677AiB, 
because the stray reactances of the balull are padded by 
the internal impedance of the bridge, resulting in a beller 
detector port match. This can be all extremely important 
effect at the upper frequency limits of the system. 

Although careful design is required. it is easier to imple
ment the source halun in Fig. 3a than it is to implement 
the broad band transformers in Fig. 2a. 8y cascading two 
toroidal baluns wound from transmission line, a very high· 
performance balun covering a multidecadc frequency range 
can be realized. At higher frequencies, the balun effect of 
a transmission line greater than one quarter wavelength in 
electrical length can be made to dominate as the trans
former action of the loroids begins 10 fail. Higher-frequency 
test sets from Hewlett-Packard (o.g .. the HP 8503MB S-Pa
rameter Test Set) use small semirigid coaxial line for the 
belun windings, The conter conductor acts as the primary 
winding and the shield acts as the stlcondary winding. 

Another alternative for the transmission line is to use 
wire cartlfully glued togelher at precise Sl)acing to provide 
a parallel-wire line with the proper characteristic imped
ance. This line is then wound onto the toroidal cores using 
standard toroid winding machines to produce a bifilar
wound transformer. This approach is used in the HP 
35677 {VB. One balun is wound on very high-permeability, 
Jaw-frequency, ferrile material to extend the frequency 
range downward. The second ualun is wound on a more 
uroadband ferrite material to provide transformer action at 
midrange frequencies. High-frequency performance is 
achieved by transmission-line balun effects as the J tne elec
trically becomes longer than one quarter wavelongt h. Over-
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all, exlremel�· broadband performance results, co'"ering a 
range in tbe HP 35677AlJ that lipans three decades and 
one octave (tOO kBz to 200 MH7.). 

Strlpline Design 
Om - beluns with satisfactory perfonnance Wl!re de

�igned. thp enlj:inecring effort centered on thf' fabricalion 
of the bridjO:tl' drcuit using standard G-l0 ePOx�·-!llaSS 
pri.nted circuit techniques. One method used to achie,'" 
transmission lines on printed circuit boards is illustrated 
in Fig. 4. A traco of width w is etched on one side of the 
board with 8 ground plane covering the other side. The 
characteristic impedance of the stripline is determined 
using formulas such as those discussed in reference 1_ Since 
the relative permitlivHy and dielectric losses of the printed 
circuit substrate material can vary sLgnificantl}' from batch 
to batch, the corresponding characteristic impedance and 
line insertion loss can also vary. 

To preserve the cost advantage of using standard maleri
als over having to use a substrate material with tightly 
controlled properties, the approach shown in Fig, S was 
chosen. In this approach, a machined housing functions 
as the ground plane and air is used as the dielectric. Since 

the plating is reasonably uniform o\'cr one side of the 
printed circuit substrate, the dimension d is controlled by 
the machining of the housing-a process that CBn be very 
accurate. No metal surfaces (,)eis! on the opposite side of 
the printed cirt:uil board for distances many times greater 
than d_ As a result. the per-un it-length capacitam:e of the
line is determined primarih· by the dielectric constant 01 
air. with the effects of the properties of the printed (;ircuit 
materials being almost lotally negligible. 

Direclivily of the bridge corresponds to balancing its 
components on a one-to-one basi�_ I':xlreme care was taken 
to preserve symmetry in the printed circuit board artwork 
and 10 retain accuracy in the placement of the bridge com
ponents 10 maximize balance. A capacitance-adjustment 
screw was added to the reference resistor side of the circuit 
to allow for minor \'ariations in capacitance at the test port. 

Techniques similar to those described above were used 
in the design of the power splitler circuitry. Bailing and 
an aUenuator pad were also placed in the reference path 
10 equalize electrical length and insertion loss. 
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An ADC for a Network Analyzer Receiver 
by Alan J. Baker 

HE HIGH ;\C£PRACY nd resolution of the HP 
3577:\ :\et\\ork Analyzer are featun!s that are mad!"' 
possible in part by the digilallF section and the ana-

log-to-digital conversion scheme used in the recei\'ers. 
Hence. resolution. linearit�'. and d}-'llamic range of the HP 
3577 A are directly related to the perfonnance of the analog. 
to-digital converter (ADC) used in !Is receivers. 

The HP 3577A has an m'emll dynamic fange of 100 dB. 
a dynamic accuracy (linearity) of �O.02 dB m'er 40 dB of 
its dynamic range with some degradation over a wider 
dynamic range, and a resolution of 0.001 dB. The lOo-dB 
dynamic mnge would seem 10 dictate that a 1 7  -bit ADC be 
used in tbis application. However. full 17-bit linearity is 
not required al full scale. because the dynamic accuracy 
specification corresponds 10 only 9-bi! linearity at that 
level. Furthermore. only a 15-bit linearity would be re
quired to hold the dynamic accunu;y specification for an 
input 40 dB below full sCll.le (simply because six of the 
upper bits of the ADC are losl. that is, are zero at this input 
level). What is really required is an ADC that has enough 
linearity to meet the dynamic accuracy specification and 
that can be moved over the required dynamic range 10 
reduce the maximum number of bits required. 

As mentioned in the article on page 4, the HP 3571A 
receiver's AOC stage is constructed using a 12-bit succes
sive-approxi molion A-to-D converter preceded by 11 pre
scaling amplifier. The gain of tho amplifier is variaulo in 
6-d8 increments from 0 dB to 42 dB. When IIn A-to-D 
conversion begins, the gain is initially set to 0 dB ond the 
AOC performs a quick eight-bit call version to obtain an 
estimllte of the input level. This eight-bit estimate is then 
used to IIddress a ROM lockup table. The OU'IlUt of the 
lookul) table is used to set the gllin of the prescaling 
amplifier to the optimulll value. that value being the gain 
that pushes the input 10 the ADC as near as possible to 
positive or negative full scale wit haul exceeding full scale. 
Then, the AOC performs a more accurale 12-bit conversion. 

This arrangement is essentially a rloating-point analog-

v. 

GaIn G;2"; n=oO.I . .• 7 

Fig. 1. $Jmplifled block diagram of/he analog-to-dIgital con
verSion sectJOn used in /he It1r8e receIVers of /he HP 3577 A 

Necwor/<. Analyzel 

to-digital converter. The result of the 12-bit conversion 
represents the mantissa. and the gain selling for the prcscal
ing amplifier represents the binary exponent. Fig. 1 is a 
Simplified block diagram of the A-to-D conversion section 
of the HP 3577A's receivers. As shown in this diagram.lhe 
£Osult of the 12-bit conversion [s postmultiplied by the 
reCiprocal of the gain of the prescaling amplifier or l/G. 
This is analogous to multiplying by a binary exponent and 
is accomplished by appending the appropriate number of 
zeros to the 12-bi\ result from the AOC. This lechnique 
provides an ADC that runs at an 8-kHz conversion rate 
with 0.oo4·dB resolution, beller than ±O.02-dB dynamic 
accuraCy, and greater than lOO-dB dynamic range. Tho ros
olution is improved to better than 0.001 dB by averaging 
multiple samples in the presence of noise. 

Fig. 2 gi\'es 0 more detailed picture of the prescaling 
amplifier. This amplifier is a standard inverting amplifier 
and its gain is varied by changing the position of the sum
ming node relative to the resistor network through Ihe use 
of FE'!' switches. OnJy onc of the FETs is ever on at <lny 
given limo. The series sum of the resistors 10 the left of the 
on FET corresponds to the amplifier's input resistor and 
the series SUIll of the resistors to the right of the on FET 
corresponds to its feedback resistor. The resistor network 

8-8it Estlmale Select (Gain=!.1) 

'. 
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Fig. 2. Prescalmg amplifier used 
with the receIVer ADC 
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Fig. 3. Effect on Imeaflty errOl of offsettmg the Input Signa! 
8 small amount The shaded regron defines the HP 3577A's 
tmeamy specdlcallon (a) Uneaflty error caused by one LSB 
error In the MSB translllon of rile ADC No Signal offset (b) 
Reduction of error In (a) by offsettmg mput Signal by only 
0 013% of full scale. (c) Fur/her reduction of Imeaflty CIfO! m 
(a) by offsettmg mpur Signal by 0.07% of full scale 

is a patterned thin film of tantalum nitride. The thin·film 
resistors are ratio-trimmed to .=!:0.02% to provide the re· 
quired A-to-O conversion linearity. Guarding techniques 
and low-leakage fETs are used in the prescaling ampl ifier 
circuit to prevent leakage currents from summing into Ihe 
amplifier and introducing nonlinearities. 

The resistor Rn, in Fig. 2 is only switched into the circuit 

when the eight-bit estimate of the input is being made. 
Ideally, this estimate is ma de with the gai n of the prescal illg 
amplifier set to one (0 dB). To provide some margin in the 
eight-bit estimate, the gain of the amplifier is actually set 
10 1.1 instead of one by switching R", in parallel with the 
effective input resistor. This 10% margin ensures that the 
input to Ihe ADC does not exceed full scale when the op
timum gain value is selected from the eight-bit estimate 
for the subsequent 12-bit conversion. 

The 12-bit ADC is used in a bipolar mode. That is, the 
most·significant bit (MSB) of the 12-hit result is a sign bit 
so that the mantissa is represented in sign-inverted two's
complement form. The M5B transition occurs in the region 
of zero \'olts. Consequently, small input signals fall into 
the MSB transition region and an error in the MSB transi
tion will create a dynamic linearity error at small signal 
levels. Since dynamic linearity is a ratio error (the ratio of 
the measurement error to the input signal level), the 
dynam ic linearity can be improved by offsetting the input 
to the ADC slighUy so that small inputs are biased out of 
the MSB transition region. Granted, there are code errors 
associated with other bits of the ADC output. However. if 
the input signal is offset by only a small amount so that it 
doesn't fall into the region of another major bit transition, 
the noise on the input smooths out the errors associated 
with the least-significant bits (LSBs). The digital filtering 
thal follows the ADC effectively averages multiple A-to-D 
samples and provides this smoothing. 

Fig. 3a shows the linearity error that results because of 
a one-LSB error in the MSB transition of the ADC. Fig. 3b 
shows the improved I i nO(Jrity when the input signal is offset 
by only 0.013% of full scale. Fig. 3e shows Ihe further 
improvement in linearity for an offset of 0.07% of full scale. 
The input offset is adjusted al the factory to provide the 
required linearity. 

Fig. 4 is a model of the A-to-D conversion section that 
includes the various offsets essociated with this section of 
circuitry. These offsets can create several types of linearity 
errors if not adjusted IHoperly. V""" is the offset associated 
with all of the circuitry before the A-to-D conversion sec
tion. This offset is adjustable. V"", is the offset associated 
with the prescaling amplifier and can also be adjusted. 

Finally, V"'l is the input offset associated with the 12-bit 
ADC and is not adjusted in Ihis scheme. 

From Fig. 4. the expression that describes the digital 
output as a function of the analog input \'oltage is: 

VOUT= [ - G  {V'n+ V .... I +(G+ 1 1  V ... , + \1"",1 x l/G (1) 

which may be reduced to: 

VOlJT= - {V,,, + v.,.." - V ... )+(V ... , --'-V ... ,J'G (2) 

Note that Vos, is referred back 10 the input. That is, Vos, 
appears in the same term that contains Vln and V"",. This 
term is independent of the gain selected. The second term 
is an offsel term that scales with the selected gain. Recall 
that to select the optimum gain, the prescaling amplifier 
is first set to a gain of 1.1 to obtain an eight-hit estimate of 
the input signal level. When a gain of 1 . 1  is selected . the 
second term of Equation 2 may be a Significant percentage 
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of the lolal answer if \'"". and V", are significant. Con
sequently. the estimated signal level can be in error by 8 
significant amount, resulting in an improper gain selection 
for the 12-bit A-to-D conversion. In some cases, the incor
rect gain chosen may cause the input to Ihe ADC 10 exceed 
full scale, lhe result being a spike in the dynamic linearity 
pial {see Fig. 5}. 

When measuring one or the other of Ihequadrature com
ponents of the inpul (either real or imaginary). the HP 

3577 A averages two samples that are 180 degrees out of 
phase. with the sign of one of the samples im'erted. This 
sign inversion and averaging arc done in the digital down-
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Fig, S. Effect 01 an error In the 12·bll A-Io--D converslOfl gain 
seleclron on dynamiC Imesflfy (note SPIke near - 40 dB mpul 
level). Thft shaded r�1Ofl defines 1I1e area 01 opera/!oo ".IJ/h!n 
Spec,f<e81I(J(I:,. 

Fig. 4, $Imp/rI'ed modtJllrom F'g 
1 w,/h 118NOUS offsel vallages m· 
CJuded 

conversion and filtering stages that follow the ADC. The 
expression describing this process Is: 

Measurement "" '1, VOUT[v,,, - 'I: vOVTi _ V,,, (3) 

The gains associated with the positive and negotive sam· 
pies may not be the same. If the gain associated with the 
positive sample is Gp and the gain associated with the 
negative sample is Gn. then by inserting Equation 2 for ViD 
and - Vln in Equation 3 we obtain; 

Note that V..." is eliminated and does not appear in this 
equation. V"", is the offset used to bias small signals out 
of the MSB transition region of the ADC. This de term is 
converted to an out-of-band term in the digital down-con
\'ersion stage that follows the ADC and therefore does not 
affect the mellsuremenl. The second term of the equation 
represents 11 measurement nonlinearity that occurs wh(tn 
the positive and negative gai liS arc not the same (Ihis occurs 
when the input voltage is in the gain transition region). 

Both of the problems just described limpropergain selec
tion and a nonlinearity caused by diHerent positive and 
ne8ali,'e gains) can be eliminated or reduced by adjusting 
Vos, so that V"., ,., - V .. ,, When this is done. the orror 
terms in E(ltlllHons 2 and 4 go 10 zero. Voo, is adjusted in 
the factory 10 oliminate these errors. 
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An Ind ustrial Workstation Term inal for 

Harsh Environments 
This terminal is designed to collect productIOn data fight 

at the source on the shop /loor in adverse enVlfonmental 

conditions. 

by Jean Bounaix, Jean�Claude Dureau, and Jacques Firdmann 

I
N THE INDUSTRIAL WORLD TODAY, competition is 
strong and is focused on price and quality. Production 
management has to keep a close watch on materials. 

labot. processes, and goods. To help production people in 
their decision processes. application programs can provide 
real-lime data synthesis, but their results are meaningful 
only if the dala has been picked up right at the sotlIce--the 
production line. 

HP's new industrial workstation terminal. the HP 3081A 
(Fig. 1), is designed to meel lhis need. It can go into hostile 
environments characterized by dust. humidity, liquid jets. 
chemical pollution, repetitive vibrations or shocks. and 
strong electromagnetic disturbances. Its excellent resis
tance to the envirOltment. especially to dust and liquids. 
makes it suitable for most industrial applications. The on ly 
limitations are temperatures below ooe. or explosive atmo
spheres (the terminal is not gas-tight). 

The HP 3081 A Industrial WorkstBtion Terminal is a com
pact. low-cost personal terminal. Its robust plastic casing 
ensures maximum rigidity and sturdinClss as well as excel
lent resistance to a wide rauge of chemica ls. Casket seals 
along the casing halves and cable fecdthroughs guarantee 
protection from dust and liquid penetration 10 an JP raling 
of 65. as defined in lEe Publication 529 (see page 26). The 
HP 3081A is lested as specified in this standard to verify 
its JP rating. 

The terminal provides the untrained operator with very 

Fig. 1. The HP 3081 A Industnal Worksta/lOn TerminaliS sealad 
agamSI dust and liquids 10 an IP rallng 0/ 65. The standard 
numellc keypad has large keys thal are easy to operate With 
gloves on 

Fig. 2. Options include an alphanumeric keypad, a choice 
o( bar code wands. and a chcuce o( S/Ol readers_ 

simple data input and output devices: 
• One-line alphanumeric display. Messages up to 32 

characters in length can guide operators step by step 
Ulfough their data collection transactions. 
Keyboard with large keys. Operators can use the key
board !o enter answers through user·definable func
tion keys. 
Bar code reader. To shorten the data capture process 
when long alphanumeric data is entered, the keyooard 
can be bypassed by bllf code input. which also signifi
cantly improves data integrity. 
In its standard configuration. the HP 3081A is supplied 

with a numeric keypad with five function keys [10 with 
shift key). a 32-character alphanumeric display. aJld 2400-
baud. current-loop data communications cepability. 

The display uses vacuum fluorescent technology. and 
has bright green 6 X 3-mm (O.24X O.12-in) characters. 

For applications requiring alphabetic keyboard input. an 
optional full alphanumeric keyboard is availttble (Fig. 2). 
The ABeD sequential layout of the alphanumeric keyboard 
makes marc sense 10 industrial users who are not familiar 
with typewriter or corn puter termi nals and prefer to " hunt 
and peck" in alphabetical order. 

The optional bar code reader is designed to provide morc 
efficient dala entry by greatly reducing the lime and errors 
associated with keyboard ontry. The amount of reduction 
varies. depending on what reports one reads or what as
sumptions one makes. but it is not unreasonable 10 expect 
that typically, onlry time can be reduced by a factor of 10 
over typing. while accuracy can be increased by a factor 
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of 1000. The terminal can be filted with one of a range of 
six bar code readers, including hand held wands and slot 
readers for badges and edge-coded documents. A mounting 
bracket is available so that the terminal, as well as the 
wand or slot reader. can be secured to a wall or other flat 
surface. 

Installation 
The HP 3081A can be connected to a computer in a 

number of configurations. When used with an HP 92922A 
Four-Channel Adapter or an HP 92923A Single-Channel 
Adapter (point-ta-point] or with an HP 2333;\ Cluster Con
troller (muit ipoint], the HP 3081A is powered by a de volt
age (12V to 36Vj routed through the datacom cable from 
the adapter or the controller. When the HP 3081 A is used 
as a stand-alone (OEM) terminal. an external dc power 
supply is required. 

The HP 30B1 A can be connected to an RS-232-C poi nt-lo

pOint port on almost any computer through the HP 92922A 
Adapter (up to fOllr terminals per adapter) or the HP 92923A 
Adapter (one terminal per adapter]. It can also be a compo
nent in a distributed network of terminals connected 
through the HP 2333A Cluster Controller (up to 32 termi
nals per controller). Fig. 3 and Fig. " illustrate these two 
connection methods . 

;\ screwdriver is all lhat is needed to connecl the current
loop datacom cable (no soldering necessary). The choice 
of current-loop cable. which is available in two versions 
[standard and special). depends on the datacom distance. 
The cable is screw-connected inside the rear access panel 
of the terminal. A gasket along the panel edge maintains 
the terminal seal. The optio nal bar code reader [wand or 
slot reader) , is also screw-connected inside the same panel. 

Datacom Distance 
For cnd-user applications, HP provides two datacom ca

bles, which allow a maximum of 60 meters (HP 92920A) 
or 150 meters (HP 92921A) between the HP 3081A and the 

Host 
Computer 

How Do You Describe Terminal 
Ruggedness? 

The HP 3081 A IndustllaJ Workstallon Terminal has an IP ral.ng 
of 65 The Industrial bar code wands have an IP rating of 64 
whllethe bar codestot reader ls rated IP 65. What does thIS mean? 

These ratings are based on a standard (Publication 529-1978) 
provided by the International ElectlolechnicaJ CommiSSion (lEG), 
which IS affiliated With the Internallonal Orgal1lzallon for Standard
ization (ISO) The standard classifies degrees of protectJon pro
Vided by the enclosures of electrical equipment After the lerters 
"IP" you see a paIr of numerals The Ilrst number represents the 
o'egree 01 protection against particles, and the second represents 
the degree of protectlOtl agamst liquids. The accompanying table 
deSCribes the degrees of protectron 

Class 

0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

IEC Standard for Classifying Enclosures 

Partictes 

No protection 

>50 mm (e g . hand) 

>t2mm(eg . fn"lgel) 

>25mm 
(e g ,  screwdriver) 

>t mm(e g , steel 
wire) 

>75 ,un 
(e g .. melalflllngs)' 

Total protectron from 
dustwhatever1he 
particle size 

LIquids 

No prOlection 

PrOlected from dnpplng water 
(verllcalonly) 

Protected from dnpplng water 
(± 1 5 degreeslrom vertical) 

Protected Irom splashIng 
water (::tOO degrees from 
verllcal) 

Protected from splashing 
water(any dlrecllon) 

Protected from water lets 
(03 bar 1 2 5  Ilter/mln) 

Protected from water jets 
(1 bar, l00lrter/mm) 

Protected from aCCidental 
ImmerSion (150 mm depth) 

Protected from continuous 

'$mallei C>II�� cannot peneuala me enc:mu!s ., .')(M.JnIS suHir::",m 10 CM.upl j 
-.� 

RS-232-C 
2400 bd 

92922A 
4-Channel 

Adapter 

Currenl Loop (up to 150 m) 

4><3061A 
Industrial 

Workstatlon 
TermInals 

Fig. 3. POItlI-IO-pOtnl connections of Ihe HP 3081 A 10 an RS·232·C computer can use (he HP 
92922A Four-Channel Adapter or Ihe HP 92923A SIngle-Channel Adapter (not shown). 
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Kost Computer 
WIth Mulllpolnt Capabil ity  

l 
,., .. 

DSN Oat. Unk (up 10 -000 m 19.2 kbdJ 

2133A Clu.let 

Conlroller 

, 

""',. 

8-Channel 

Ad. pIer 
(up to 4) 

I Cunenl loop 2400 bd (up to 150 mJ 

2314A 

Pow,r Unit 

Fig. 4. Mull/point short·d/srance connect/()(IS 01 HP 3081As /0 a /'lost computer can use tile 
HP 2333A Cluster Con/fOller with HP 40253A E/ght·Channel Adapters 

HP 92922A. HP 92923A, or HP 2333A. 
For hardware OEMs who want to use their own cables. 

it is possible to extend this length, provided that 8 cable 
with lower electrical resistance is used. Two major precau· 
lions are necessary. First. the input voltage at the tenninal 
must not be lower than 12  volts dc, and the voltage drop 
in the ground wire must not exceed 2.5 volts. The voltage 
drop in the ground wire represents 8 common-mode volt· 
ago. since the same ground wire is used for dalacom and 
power. A separate ground wire for the power supply can 
be used to avoid this problem. Second. the external diam· 
eter of the cable must be botween 3.5 and 6.5 mm to main· 
tAin the terminal seal. 

If An OEM wants to configure the HP 3081A with a local 
powor supply {i.e., if neither the HP 92922Nz3A nor the 
liP 2333A is used), the distance is restricted by current·loop 
datacom requirements (600 meters or 1960 faet), rather than 
by cable resistance. 

Note that HP does not provide or support low-resistance 
cable or a local power supply. 

Design 
The electronic circuitry is designed to implement the 

terminal functions at the lowest possible cost compatible 
wilh moderate volume. Standard but functionally efficient 
components were chosen. A single printed circuit board 
based on one microcomputer chip carries about one 
hundred components. as shown in Fig. 5. (CRT terminals 
today typically have more than four hundred). While the 
eiL'Ctronics of the terminul have been significantly 
simplified. the major design points are the sealed case. 
keyboard, and connection panel. 

Case 
Three criteria influenced the design of the case. First, 

the internal electronics had to be protected {rom the harsh 
industrial environment. Second. the elcc1ronic connec· 
lions also had to be protected. And third, the cost had to 
be low. A scaled case. dust· and Jiquid·resistant, offers a 
solution to the problem of protocling the internal elac· 
Ironies. Waterproof con neclions oflen found in specialil'.ed 
military and industrial allplicaUons were available and 
could have solved the second I)roblem. but their cost and 
complexity eliminated this choice. Instead, the connec· 

Fig. 5. Tile HP JOB I A's s,mpllfled electron/cs (HO on 8 smgle 
p,mted CJrcu,t board 
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Gnket 

/' 
Bottom Cne 

Fig. 6. The case !s sealed by torOldal gaskets pressed mto 
grooves 

tions are placed inside the case. 
The case is made of ABS plastic. grade KJB. This material 

has good mechanical properties. shock resistance (stretch
ing under temperature). and good chemical resistance to 
acids. bases. solvents. and oils. The seating fUnction is 
implemented differently for the case. the keyboard. and 
the connections. 

For sealing of the case. toroidal gaskets are pressed into 
constant-volume grooves (Fig. 6). This technology is used 
10 seal the assembly of the top and bottom halves of the 
case. the display wi ndow 011 the top of the case. and the 
connector panel in the case bottom. For sealing of the 
keyboard. hard lips are pressed on a flat gasket made by 
the elastomer keyboard itself (Fig. 7). This technology was 
chosen since it allows some give in the keyboard. A con
stant retaining force is provided by six steel springs. 

The two electrical connections. one for the combined 
power supply and data communications cable and the other 
for the bar code reader cable. are protected under a panel 
connector. which is sealed with a toroidal gasket. These 
two openings are sealed with well known feed through COIl
duit used in military and industrial applications [Fig. Sl. 

Display 
For reasOlls of ergonomics. we decided to use a display 

that Ilrovides good visibility in both dim and brightly lit 
environments. The green display characters are more easily 
IJerceived by the human eye_ A tilt angle of 10 degrees 
offers ease in reading whether the terminal is wall-mounted 

Top Case """"m�' Keyboard 

� 

-+,..-. I Fo,� \ 
Membrllne Switch Holder 

Spring 

Fig. 7_ The keyboard is sealed by hard lips pressed into a 
/Iat gasket formed by /he keyboard !tself 
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or placed on a table. 
For cost and reliability reasons. we chose a direct connec

tion with the printed circuit board (Fig. 9). A special curved 
pin was designed to give good ftexion and protection from 
strains on solder points. on the glass. and on the board. 
both during assembly and later in use. Special tooling was 
developed to curve and locate 40 pins al the same time. 
Repetitive shock and vibration tests of long duration have 
demonstrated the quality of the connection system. 

Keyboard 
The sealed keyboard is a full-travel keyboard (1-mm 

travel) with tactile feedback. It is composed of (see Fig. 10): 
• An elastomer keyboard for all mechanical keyboard func

lions, with the periphery functioning as a gasket that 
seals the top case 

• A switch membrane circuit for electrical functions_ with 
the following characteristics: switch contact of the keys. 

t·) 

Cable Connect ion 

'" 

Outside 

InSide 

To Inlernal Conneclion 

Fig. 8. Cable connectIOns are sealed W!/h leedthrough con
dUIts (a) and pro/ectad under a panel connector sealed W!!/l 
a /oloidal gasket (b). 
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Fig. 9. The display IS connec fed dJreclly /O lhe prmred ClrCUI/ 
board by means 01 specIally curved PinS 

sealing of the contact for double protection, connection 
circuit between the keyboard and the electronics board, 
and high dielectric isolation for protecUon from electri
cal discharges 
A holder plate for mechanical rigidity and mounUng of 
the keyboard components 
An overlay for identification of the keys. definition of 
the keyboard workspace. and protection of the fiexion 
area of the elastomar membrane underneath. 

Industrial Design for Friendly Use 
Although our primary obiective was the construction of 

a rugged terminal. we wanted 10 achieve user acceptance 
in the factory environment by gi ving users a friendly termi
nal. The lexture and calor of the molded plastic case resist 
scratches and dirt. Tho keyboard has zones of different 
colors 10 facilitate the identification of keys. The shape and 
dimensions of the keys permit the use of gloves. The 
luminous display is easy to read in light or dark onviron· 
ments. A tough transparent cover allows the user to label 
the function keys. This cover slides to one side for label 
insertion or removal. but remains attached to the terminal 
so that it cannot be lost. 

Although it is aimed at industrial use, the terminal is 

FIg. 10. The keyboard assembly conSIStS 01 an e/aslOmer 
keyboard rhar also lunc/ions as a gasket to seal/he lap case. 
a SWitch membrane CircUit. a ho/der plate. and an overlay 

not out of place in the office or reception room. 
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High-Quality, Dot-Matrix Impact 

Printer Fam i ly 
Easy paper handling, last-form tearof!, graphics, and a 
friendly control panel are some of the common features. 

by Mark J. DiVittorio 

ARD-COPY OUTPUT of results. reports. memos, 
oruer forms, charts. and program listings is fre
quently required for Illany computer applications. 

Equipment providing Ihis output should be reliable, fast, 
and easy to use. Adding the requirement of high print qual
ity, Hewlett-Pacb,ird developed the HP 293X Printer family 
10 meet these needs. 

The HP 2932A (Fig. 1). HP 2933A, and HP 2934A (Fig. 
2) Printers are 136-co!umn, bidirectional. dot-matrix im
pact printers. Common to the family is the ability to print 
at 200 characters per second (eps) on one-to-six-part forms 
up 10 400 mm (1 5.75 inches) wide. The stunuard symbol 
fonl is designed to a 9X12 symbol cell matrix. with a hori
zontal and vertical resolution of 90 dots per inch (dpiJ. All 
three of the printers have the ability to print graphics al 
21.600 dots per second. There are two standard character 
styles resident in all the printers-Courier (serif) and Cubic 
(sans serif). [n addition, there arc three standard pitches 
and ten resident languages. all of which can be selected 
from the printer's front panel or under host computer COIl-

--- - -
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lrol. 
One of the major features of this family is its simple and 

flexible paper handling. Various paper widths. labels, and 
multipart forms are accommodated. The adjustable feed 
tractors and the straight paper path ensure smooth move
ment of paper through the machine. The last-form !caroH 
capability (Fig. 1) saves paper. and front forms loading 
simplifies the task of loading and removing paper. 

The interfaces offered include RS-232-ClV.24 (standard), 
HP-IB (IEEE 488). Cenlronics. RS-422. Data Link, and Syn
chronous Mu[tipoint. 

ArchItecture 
There is a basic underlying architecture to serial dot

matrix printers (Fig. 3). The data is presented at an input! 
output port (HP-lB. RS-232-ClV.24 . ... J, processed e[ectron
ically. converted to mechanical drive signals. and printed 
as characters on a piece of paper. The HP 293X Printers 
contain a microprocessor. RAM, ROM. a custom [C, and 
the power electronics for the printhead and motors; all of 

Fig. 1. The HP 2932A Genera/· 
Purpose Prmter IS rhe baSiC model 
of HP's 293X Punter family. All 
models feature tast-form tBaro/f 
(shown). easy paper handlmg. 
graphics output. 200 character· 
per·second dot-mall;)/. pr;ntmg. 
and uncomplicated feature se/ec
lion via a ff/endly front panel. 
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this is required to convert the incoming data into the dots 
on the paper. In processing a simple cbamcter to be printed. 
tbe following must OCCW'. The character is input. the 
character pattern in the character ROM is determined, and 
the code defining the dots that represent the characler is 
fetched. The code for the dots is stored in a manner such 
that the twelve-wire printhead can be w;ed efficiently. The 
custom IC handles a large portion of the details controlling 
the timing of when and how wires io the printhead are 
actuated to fonn the character. 

Three of the major components of the HP 293X Printers 
are the impact printhead, the paper handling mechanism 
and the standard cell integrated circuit. This custom inte
grated circuit is discussed in the article on page 33. The 
printers also contain five printed circuit assemblies. The 
power supply electronics, the head and motor drivers. the 
110 electronics, and the main logic electronics assemblies 
are interconnected through the fifth assembly. which func
tions as fI main bus backplane. 

HP 2932A and HP 2933A Printers 
The HP 2932A General·Purpose Printer (Fig. 1) is the 

basic model of the HP 293X family. The HP 2933A Fat.':tory 
Data Printer has two additional features that were de· 
veloped for use on the factory floor. This model will au· 
tomatically generate bar code patterns and print large 
characters up 10 28 times their normal size. 

HP 2934A Printer 
The HP 2934A Office Printer (Fig. 2) is the model that 

takes full advantage of the resolution of the mechanism 
and printhead that were designed for lhis printer family. 
The twelve-wire impact prinlhcad, the paper handling 

mechanism, and the standard cell integrated circuit allow 
the HP 2934A to print near letter-quality {NLQ} text at 67 
and 40 cps. The print quality is achieved by printing charac
ters in a 35X24-dot character cell. At 57 cps the resolution 
is 90 dpi horizontally and 180 dpi vertically. At 40 cps the 
vertical resolution is identical to the horizontal resolution, 
180 dpL The 36-column-bY-24-row NLQ cell is achieved 
with the twelve-wire printhead by printing the dots in the 
cell in two passes (Fig. 4). The twelve odd·numbered rows 
are printed. the paper Is advanced a half dot width (0.0055 
inch) and then the pattern for the even-numbered rows is 
overlaid on the first pattern. 

The HP 2934A produces the near letter-qualily characters 
by means of user-installable character cartridges. Four of 
these character cartridges may be resident in the machine 
at a time with each containing the data for a specific font 
at both printing speeds (67 cps and 40 cps). Fonts that are 
offered include Courier. Courier 12. Italic 10. Italic 12, and 
Letter Gothic. See Fig. 5 for some examples of the fonts 
printed by the HP 2934A. 

NlQ Cells 
The grid that the NLQ font symbols are designed within 

has 36 horizontal positions and 24 vertical positions (see 
Fig. 4). The purpose of the dense symbol cell is to allow 
better symbol definition and to simulate arcs with more 
precision. Not all of the positions can be used in a given 
symbol cell because. first, the impact frequency of a wire 
in the printhead is limited to 1800 Hz. Second. a line of 
lext [when printed in the NLQ fonts) is printed with the 
printhead carriage moving at 20 inches per second. This 
rale. in conjunction with the impact frequency limit. limits 
the positions that can be printed in the 36X24 cell. The 

Fig. 2. The HP 2934A Office 
Printer offers lener'Qual,ly printing 
81 67 8nd 40 cps and memo·qual· 
!/y prlnllng 1'11 200 cps. High-qual
Ity graphics allows a user 10 add 
I/Ius/ra/lons and graphs 10 reports 
and olher documents pflnled on 
the HP 2934A Jr IS shOwn here 
wllh the HP 293405 Smgle Bin 
Sheet Feeder. an op//onal acces
sory for convenrent use 0' com
pany stationery and other slng/e 
sheer forms 
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RS-232-C, 
HP·IB, etc. 

Paper Advance 
Step Motor 

Prlnlhead 
Carriage 

Slep Motor 

Fig. 3. Basic block diagram 0/ a serial dOI·malm ptlnter 

resulting limitation on a given wire is that it once it has 
been energized it cannot be energized agni n for four logical 
dot positions. However, this does not limit the logical cell 
pattern for a symbol to every fourth position in the horizOIl
tal direction. If a wire in a given row is fired in column 
zero, the next time it can be energized is column four. But, 

j 

POSition ---_ 
• , " " " " " 

. , . . . . , -"'...". ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
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" 

. l  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
" · -t- · . .  · · CI L· · · ·  . . . .  · ·  . .  · · ·  . . . .  · . . • 

� �� � . 
. y�"'? !n: . . . . . . .  . 

24 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  

Fig. 4. Near letter·quallty ch8f8Cler cells on the HP 2934A 
Punter ale IOfmed by two passes 01 Ihe twelve,wife prmlhead 
as shown 101 lhe Courser Jeuet C Shaded dots are lornwd 
on /he fI'sl pass, solid daIS on the second pass. Because 01 
prlntwlfe Impacl f,equency and prmlhead camage velOCity 
fimltations. dOl spacing m any row 01 an NLO cell cannot be 
any closer Ihan one dOl every four ho"zonral dOl locations 
(see lexl), 
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HP 9218aS Courier 10 

..  • •  • • 

HP 92188E Helv 10 

. .  • 

HP 9218aH Italic 10 
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HP 92188M Prealige Pica 10 
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Fig. 5. Examples of some near Jeller·qua/,ty fonts available 
for the HP 2934A Printer 

if there is not a requirement fora dot at column four (strictly 
a function of the symbol to be printed), the next dot can 
be placed at any of the remaining positions in the cell. 

As an example of this symbol definition criterion, Fig . 
4 illustrates an uppercase Courier C. This symbol demon· 
strates the limits as explBined above. In the second row 
there are four dots that must be printed for the upper por
tion of the symbol. The dot labeled A at position 10 is the 
first dot in Ihe row and can be printed without restriction. 
The next two dots (8 and C) must be located four logical 
columns apart. This can be seen on the background grid. 
The next printable position on this row is position 22, but 
the symbol does not require a dot there. However, the sym· 
bol does require a dot at position 25, which is seven posi· 
tions from the last dot (C) that was fired and is therefore 
a printable position. 
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Cu stom IC Controls Dot-Matrix 

I mpact Pri nters 
ThIS custom mtegrated Clfcwt performs the complex logIc 

required for controllmg the pnntwlfes and the pnnthead 

carriage motor in a family of hIgh-performance senal dot

matrix printers. 

by Thomas B. Pritchard and David S. lee 

HE ELECTRONICS used in the HP 293X Printer fam
ily includes a custom integrated circuit to interface 
between the microprocessor alld the prinlhead and 

ils carriage molor. The special characteristics of the print
head require much parallel processing with timing resolu
tion and accuracy down to one microsecond. In addition. 
the open-loop stepping of the carriage motor and the open
loop firing of dots are not performed at the same time, so 
a method of synchronization is necessary. These features 
cannot be implemented in iI single gonf'ral·purposc micro
processor and would be uneconomical if implemented with 
multiple parallel processors or discrete logic. A cuslom IC 
fills these requirements while providing many other bene
ficial features. 

To illustrate the advantages of using a custom IC. Table 
I shows a comparison between the TTL breadboard used 
during development to simu late the custom lC and the 
custom lC itself. Not including the additional cost of 0 
larger power supply. more bypassing. and the larger printed 
circuit board area. the production cost of the ITL im
plementation would have been 61/1 times the cost of the 
custom IC, even after amortizing the development cost of 
the IC over the expected life of the product. Several other 
significant advantages of a custom IC are easier and faster 
testing. ability to choose a package I)in configuration 10 
minimize printed circuit board layout interconnect. and 
lower inventory ports count. 

Table I 

Companson 01 DIscrete TTl Versus Custom IC 

TTl le Units 
Number of ICs 296 1 
T OIal number 01 p,ns 4364 40 
Board space 1050 • ,m' 
Max,mum WOfsl-case power 13 0 6  wailS 

Circuit Requirements 
Fig. 1 shows the operating environment for the custom 

le. The inl)uts 10 the chip from the eight-bit 6051 micropro
cessor controller are a six-bit-wide data bus. a four-bit ad
dress bus, and a control bus. Outputs supplied by the chip 
arc twelve print wire control signals sent to the printwire 
drivers und four· phase control signals sent to the printhead 
carriage motor, 

(.) 

(') 

Conlrol Prinl ..... lr. 
" Drivers 

Address 
4 

Data Calrl'g. 
• • Mo'� 

Fig. 1, The custom le used In the HP 293X Pnnters m/effaces 
the controlling fTIICroprocesscx In these pllnters wr/h /hel' 
prrnthead and 1/5 caff/age drfVe mo/CX 

, 
3 

• 

s 

• 

, 
• 

• 
" 

" 
" 

Fig. 2. (a) Conllgura/1OO oI /he pllnfWlfes on /he HP 29JX 
prrnthead as Viewed looJung through the ptmlhead /0 the 
sur/ace 01 the paper (b) Photograph of ptlrl/head 
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Fig. 2 shows the physical arrangement of the twelve dots 
on the printhead. The twelve printwircs arc arranged in 
two columns of six wires each. The dots made by onc 
column are staggered vertically with respect to the dots 
made by the other column. One column consists of only 
even-numbered dots and the olher column consists of only 
odd-numbered dots. Because of the sellaration of the two 
columns. a timing delay is required for firing the second 
column. For exam ple. 10 print a vertical solid straight line 
on the paper when the printhead is moving from left 10 
right. the odd-numbered column [s fired first. Sometime 
later (depending on printhead speed). when the even·num
bered column aligns with the previous position of the odd
numbered column when it fired. the even-numbered col
umn is fired. Since the HP 293X Printers are bidirectional 
printers, the printwires are also activated when the Ilrint
head moves from right to left. In this case, the even-num
bered column fires first and the delay is applied to the 
odd-numbered column. 

Another requirement of the custom IC is data buffering. 
Consider when the printer starts from idle. The leading 
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Fig. 3. Typical fiflng and timing waveforms for the odd·num
bered prinlw!(es In the fight column (Iookmg toward the 
paper). Note that each wife cannol be f,red more than oncs 
every four mlervafs (139 J.IS pet mterval). (a) Firing waveforms. 
Note dual voltage levels and varyrng hold /uTIes (see texl). 
(b) Timmg waveforms tOf generatOf A (see FIg 5). (c) Timmg 
waveforms for generatOf B 
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column of prinlwlres begins 10 print first and at the same 
time the prinlhcad advances. Bccause of the relatively wide 
horizontal separation of the two prinlwire columns, the 
leading column will have ptinted betwoen two and eight 
limes (depending on dot densHy and prinlheacl speed) be
fore the trailing column reaches the first firing position. 
Since the printing data is given to the chip one complete 
vertical line pattern {up to all 12 dots) al a time. il is neces· 
sary for the chip to be able to buffer up to eight columns 
of delayed data for the trailing print wire column. 

Other printhcad requirements are the maximum firing 
frequency and a dual-voltage, vuriable-length firing wave
form. To produce high-resolution dot placement for near 
letter quality printing. but still not exceed the maximum 
firing frequency, a dol may only be fired at most every 
fourth possible firing time. 

Fig. 3a illustrates the dual applied voltage waveform re
quirements. When initiaIJy turned on, the solenoid firing 
a printwirc requires a short high-voltage pulse. caJted a 
kick pulse. to build up flux and get the wire moving toward 
the ribbon. Then the voltage is reduced to maintain the 
velocity of the wire. Before the wire hits the ribbon. at what 
is called the hold time, the applied voltage is turned off 
so the wire can bounce off the ribbon after impact. The 
wire cannot he fired again until it rcturns to its rest position. 

An additional complication of the waveform generation 
occurs when the wire is fired at a high. but still llllowable 
frequency. When Ihe wire has just returned to its rest po
sition. there is still residual energy in the system. composed 
of some magnetic flux remaining in Ihe solenoid that nred 
the wire as well as some mechanical oscillation of the wire 
against its return stop, If the same firing waveform were 
immediately applied. the wire would strike the I)aper 
slightly early. Although the resulting dot placement error 
would be acceptable, this unfortunately would also result 
in too much encrgy delivered to the wire. The wire would 
strike the ribbon harder, leaving more ink on the page and 
producing inconsistent darkness of dots. which is unac
ceptable. In addition, this would prevent the wire from 
bouncing off the ribbon fast enough, and since the print
head is moving relative 10 the ribbon, the ribbon could 
lear. The chosen solution to the problem is to shorten the 
hold pulse width whenever the same wire was just fired a 
short time earlier. This can be seen in Fig. 3a by comparing 
the waveforms for wires onc. nine, and eleven. 

The printhead carriage motor in the HP 293X Printers is 
a unipolar four-phase step motor. To control the speed and 
direction of the carriage. the custom le must supply the 
appropriate four phases to drive the motor. Qne of the 
requirements of the chip is that it be able to handle a wide 
range of print head carriage speeds in both directions and 
yet require minimum attention from the control micropro
cessor. Another requirement is ramp-up and ramp-down 
timing. The stepping of the carriage motor must also be 
synchronized with the firing of the print wires. Because the 
carriage motor control is an open-loop system, this syn
chronization between lhe location of the carriage and Ihe 
firing of the wires is crudal lO el lminate cumulative errors. 

Circuit Operation 
Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the dot input and carriage 
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motor control circuitl'}' portion of the custom control lC used 
in the HP 293X Printers. As mentioned earlier, the dOl data 
supplied b�' the control m icroprocessor must be buffered 
for the trailing column of printwires. Depending on the 
dirCLlion of the carriage motor, the data for the leading 
column is sent to the front-dot data latches and the data 
for the trailing column is sent to the rear-dot data latches 
and delayed by a shift registor according to the horizontal 
dol density required. The front/rear-dot state sequencer 
then enables the leadin!,! and trailing column firing times 
according to the current carriage motor velocity. 

The carriage motor control circuit consists of a four-bit 
c;tate machine and an eight-bit-wide programmable timer. 
The output of the timer d(l(:ks th(' state machine. which 
gf'nerates the waveforms rC<luired by the carriage motor. 
The programmability of the timer allows a wide range of 
print head velocities. 

Since the printing mec.h,mislll is an open-loop system, 
,I rogistrotion error might accumulate. This could bo a sig
nifictlllt factor affecting print qualltv, particularly when a 
long line is printed. The custom le solves this problem by 
feeding the output of the carriage motor timer back. to the 
printwire firing (;ontrol dn;uit. lIence. the firing of the 
wires is synchronized with the steps of the carriage motor 
III addition. to assure a consistent starting point at POWN 
on. thp position of the printhcad is initialized bv driving 
it all the way to the right and then returning it to the left 
If the printhead is in the middle of the line at power-on, 
it is slill driven 10 the right as if it were at the start of the 
line. Since the carriage motor torque is limit(ld, no damage 
Is done by driving it .lgainst the right margin stop during 
this initialization. 

Each e;ignal indicating when eaLh wire should be fired 
must be slretched from a one-microsecond pulso to the 
waveform required by the print wire driver as shown in 
Fig. 3a. Since the waveform generators require much silicon 
area, it was undesirable to have one for each of the twelve 
wiree;. Thewfore, onlv four are used, and when a wire Is 
fired, the custom le selects 0110 of these four waveform 

, 

" 

, 

Left Right 
Oeta to 

Oot Output 
Wilyeshaplng 

CircullS 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of dot mpul 
and CBmage molor C{)fJrrol portion 
a/lfle custom le for the HP 293X 
Prmters 

generators. The four generators are divided into two pairs, 
one pair for each printwire column of the printhead. This 
Is necessary since the left column is fired asynchronously 
with J1>Spect to the right column. \-\'ithin the right column 
pair of waveform generators. two circuits are needed to 
generate the necessary waveforms for the six wires as illus
trated [n Fig. 3. While normally only one of these two 
circu its mighl be expected 10 be needed because thl'! 139-mi
crosccond dot rate is already gcnerated by the 8051 control 
microprocessor, two generators ore ruquired because the 
1:I051's interrupt accuracy is not sufficient 10 control Ihe 
waveforms to a resolution of onc microsecond. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the waveshaping circuitry for the odd
numbered (right) (;olumn. Identical logic circuitry is USl.>d 

for the even-numbered column. As a firing pulse (;Qmes 
in, the circuit checks to see which of the two timers ie; just 
starting its cycle and the data &('t5 latched in the appropriate 
1\ or B hold-time flip-flop. Tile wire settling timere;. one 
for ench wire, indicate how long it IHl.� been since Ihat s{lmc 
wire was last fired. Tho wire settling timers and the hold
time flip-flops combine the wa\'cfOfms shown in Fig. Jb 
and 3c 10 generate the independent firing waveforms shown 
in Fig. 3a. The kick and hold data for each wire is multi
plcxed on the outputs 10 rt>duce the IC I)ackage size to <In 
pins. The data is then externally demulliplexcd and the 
a(:tual 36.5V kick and 6.5V hold vollages ate generuh-d 

Since development of this IC was done in parallel with 
that for the printhead, not all of the characteristics of the 
head were known at the timo. Because of this, it was ne(;cs
sary to make many functions programmllble. including the 
kick, short-hold . and hold times. In the final implementa
tion, the kick time [s varied by the firm ware. the valuo 
being a function of the power supply voltage. However, 
the short-hold and hold times, once programmed during 
initialization, are constant 

Because of the rubbing of moving paper. printhead , and 
ribbon. and because of frC<luen( user interaction, elcctro
statk disc:harge (ESD) is a common problem in printers. If. 
because of ESD. a microprocessor is allowed to send illegili-
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mat� commands. it may cause a hardware failure in the 
electromechanical system and may require a service call. 
To reduce Ihe possibility of this happening. lhe custom le 
will reset itself if it detects certain fault conditions. 

Implementation 
The first step in the implementation of the custom chip 

was the development of a TTL le simulator. This enabled 
the firmw8re cnginuers to start working before the le fabri
cation was done, and also provided feedback for necessary 
design changes because of unexpectnd system characteris
tics. For example. the original breadboard did not perform 
the short-hold function; il was well into the project when 
it was decided that the le design should be changed to 
incorporate this feat ure. The original breadboard was wire
wrapped: the later si mu lator used stitch-wire connections. 

A proprietary NMOS process developed by HP was cho
sen based on economic considerations. A standard cell 
approach was used as the best compromise in this project 
between IC manufacturing cost and development time. The 
die. which measures 6440 p.m by 6250 p.m, is mounted 
and bonded i n  a plastic dual in-line 40-pin package. 

The proprietary HP software development tools and de-
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of do/ ou/
put wavesnapmg portion of the 
custom le for the fight (odd·num
bered) column of prmt,Vlres 

sign processes used to generate this custom IC included 
schematic capture. evaluation, logic verification. fault 
simulation. automatic placement and routing. timingsimu
lations. and test pattern generation. The schematic capture. 
evaluation. and ti ming simuiations were performed on HP 
2647A Graphics Terminals using an HP 3000 Series 68 
Computer. The logic verification. fault simulation. and test 
pattern generation were performed on HP 2647 A Terminals 
using an HP '1000 E-Series Computer. The automatic place
nltlllt and rouling were performed on an Amdahl 470. 
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